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1 ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
1.

In response to a call by the Committee on Bioethics (DH-BIO)1 to work on trust,
safety, and transparency, this report investigates the known and potential
impacts of AI systems on the doctor-patient relationship. This impact is framed
by the human rights principles referred to in the European Convention on
Human Rights and Biomedicine of 1997, otherwise known as the “Oviedo
Convention,” and its subsequent amendments.

2.

The deployment of AI in clinical care remains nascent. Clinical efficacy has
been established for relatively few systems when compared to the significant
research activity in healthcare applications of AI. Research, development, and
pilot testing often do not translate into proven clinical efficacy,
commercialization, or widespread deployment. The generalization of
performance from trials to clinical practice generally remains unproven.

3.

A defining characteristic of medicine is the ‘healing relationship’ between
clinicians and patients. This relationship is augmented by the introduction of AI.
However, the role of the patient, the factors that lead people to seek medical
attention, and the patient’s vulnerability are not changed by the introduction of
AI as a mediator or provider of medical care. Rather, what changes is the
means of care delivery, how it can be provided, and by whom. The shift of
expertise and care responsibilities to AI systems can be disruptive in many
ways.

4.

The potential human rights impact of AI on the doctor-patient relationship can
be categorised according to six themes: (1) Inequality in access to high quality
healthcare; (2) Transparency to health professionals and patients; (3) Risk of
social bias in AI systems; (4) Dilution of the patient’s account of well-being; (5)
Risk of automation bias, de-skilling, and displaced liability; and (6) Impact on
the right to privacy.

5.

Concerning (1), as an emerging technology the deployment of AI systems will
not be immediate or universal across all member states or healthcare systems.
Deployment across institutions and regions will inevitably be inconsistent in
terms of scale, speed, and prioritisation.

6.

The impact of AI on clinical care and the doctor-patient relationship remains
uncertain and will certainly vary by application and use case. AI systems may
prove to be more efficient than human care, but also provide lower quality care
featuring fewer face-to-face interactions.

7.

The inconsistent rollout of AI systems with uncertain impacts on access and
care quality poses a risk of creating new health inequalities in member states.

1

Committee replaced by the Steering Committee for Human rights in the fields of Biomedicine and
Health (CDBIO).
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8.

Article 4 of the Oviedo Convention addresses care provided by healthcare
professionals bound by professional standards. It remains unclear whether
developers, manufacturers, and service providers for AI systems will be bound
by the same professional standards.

9.

Careful consideration must be given to the role played by healthcare
professions bound by professional standards when incorporating AI systems
that interact directly with patients.

10. Concerning (2), transparency and informed consent are key values in the AImediated doctor-patient relationship. The complexity of AI raises a question:
how should AI systems explain themselves, or be explained, to doctors and
patients? This question has many possible meanings: (i) How does an AI
system or model function? How was a specific output produced by an AI
system? (ii) How was an AI system designed and tested? How is it governed?
(iii) What information is required to investigate the behaviour of AI systems?
Answers to each of these questions may be necessary to achieve informed
consent in AI-mediated care.
11. In cases where AI systems provide some form of clinical expertise, for example
by recommending a particular diagnosis or interpreting scans, this requirement
to explain one’s decision-making would seemingly be transferred from doctor
to AI system, or at least to manufacturer of AI system. The difficulty of explaining
how AI systems turn inputs into outputs poses a fundamental challenge for
informed consent. Aside from the patient’s capacity to understand the
functionality of AI systems, in many cases patients simply do not have sufficient
levels awareness to make free and informed consent possible. AI systems use
unprecedented volumes of data to make their decisions, and interpret these
data using complex statistical techniques, both of which increase the difficulty
and effort required to remain aware of the full scope of data processing and
clinical analysis informing one’s diagnosis and treatment.
12. AI systems interacting directly with patients should self-identify as an artificial
system. Whether the usage of AI systems in care settings should always be
disclosed to patients by clinicians and healthcare institutions is a more difficult
question.
13. Concerning (3), AI systems are widely recognised as suffering from bias in their
inputs, processing, and outputs. Biased and unfair decision-making often
occurs not for technical or regulatory reasons, but rather reflects underlying
social biases and inequalities. For example, samples in clinical trials and health
studies have historically been biased towards white male subjects meaning
results are less likely to apply to women and people of colour.
14. Social biases in AI systems can lead to unequal distribution of outcomes across
patient populations and protected demographic groups. Western societies have
long been marked by significant social inequality. These historical and
contemporary trends influence the training of future systems. Without
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intervention, these patterns in access to healthcare opportunities and resources
will be learned and reinforced by AI systems.
15. Detecting biases in AI systems is not straightforward. Biased decision-making
rules can be hidden in ‘black box’ models. Simply anonymising health data may
not be an adequate solution to mitigate biases due to the influence of historical
inequality and the existence of strong proxies for protected attributes (e.g., post
code as a proxy for ethnicity). The various challenges of social bias,
discrimination, and inequality suggest health professionals and institutions face
a difficult task in ensuring their usage of AI systems does not further existing
inequalities and create new forms of discrimination.
16. Concerning (4), the development of trust in a doctor-patient relationship may be
inhibited by technological mediation. As a mediator placed between the doctor
and patient, AI systems can inhibit tacit understanding of the patient’s health
and well-being and encourage both clinician and patient to discuss health solely
in measurable quantities or machine interpretable terms.
17. Concerning (5), to ensure patient safety and replace the protection offered by
human clinical expertise, robust testing and validation standards should be an
essential pre-deployment requirement for AI systems in clinical care contexts.
Evidence of clinical efficacy does not yet exist for many AI applications in
healthcare, which has justifiably proven a barrier to widespread deployment.
18. Concerning (6), AI poses several unique challenges to the human right to
privacy and complementary data protection regulations. These rights seek to
provide individuals with greater transparency and control over automated forms
of data processing. They will undoubtedly provide valuable protection for
patients across a variety of use cases of medical AI.
19. The Oviedo Convention sets out a specific application of the right to privacy
(Article 8 ECHR) which recognises the particularly sensitive nature of personal
health information and sets out a duty of confidentiality for health care
professionals.
20. Ethical standards need to be developed around transparency, bias,
confidentiality, and clinical efficacy to protect patient interests in informed
consent, equality, privacy, and safety. Such standards could serve as the basis
for deployments of AI in healthcare that help rather than hinder the trusting
relationship between doctors and patients.
21. Where AI can be observed to have a clear impact on rights and protections set
out in the Oviedo Convention, it is appropriate for the Council of Europe to
introduce binding recommendations and requirements for signatories
concerning how AI is deployed and governed. Recommendations should focus
on a higher positive standard of care with regards to the doctor-patient
relationship to ensure it is not unduly disrupted by the introduction of AI in care
settings.
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22. The Council of Europe could set standards for what and how information about
the recommendation of an AI system concerning a patient’s diagnosis and
treatment should be communicated to the patient. These standards should
likewise address the doctor’s role in explaining AI recommendations to patients
and how AI systems can be designed to support the doctor in this role.
23. The capacity of AI to replace or augment human clinical expertise utilising highly
complex analytics and unprecedented volumes and varieties of data suggests
its impact on the doctor-patient relationship may be unprecedented.
24. The degree to which AI systems inhibit ‘good’ medical practice hinges upon the
model of service. If AI is used solely to complement the expertise of health
professionals bound by the fiduciary obligations of the doctor-patient
relationship, the impact of AI on the trustworthiness and human quality of
clinical encounters may prove to be minimal. At the same time, if AI is used to
heavily augment or replace human clinical expertise, its impact on the caring
relationship is more difficult to predict. It is entirely possible that new, broadly
accepted norms for ‘good’ care will emerge through greater reliance on AI
systems, with clinicians spending more time face-to-face with patients and
relying heavily on automated recommendations. The impact of AI on the doctorpatient relationship nonetheless remains highly uncertain. We are unlikely to
see a radical reconfiguration of care in the next five years in the sense of human
expertise being replaced outright by artificial intelligence.
25. A radical reconfiguration of the doctor-patient relationship of the type imagined
by some commentators, in which artificial systems diagnose and treat patients
directly with minimal interference from human clinicians, continues to seem far
in the distance.
26. Going forward, the ideal model of clinical care and AI deployment in healthcare
is one that utilises the best aspects of human clinical expertise and AI
diagnostics.
27. The doctor-patient relationship is a keystone of ‘good’ medical practice, and yet
it is seemingly being transformed into a doctor-patient-AI relationship. The
challenge facing AI providers, regulators, and policymakers is to set robust
standards and requirements for this new type of ‘healing relationship’ to ensure
patients’ interests and the moral integrity of medicine as a profession are not
fundamentally damaged by the introduction of AI.
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2 INTRODUCTION

T

echnological solutions such as artificial intelligence (AI) are increasingly seen as
a potential solution to growing resource pressures in medicine, healthcare, and
biomedical research. AI systems promise novel means to evaluate and improve
the quality of clinical care, undertake biomedical research and investigate new
therapeutics and pharmaceuticals, and expand care offerings to previously
underserved populations.2 A key driver of innovation and adoption is the belief that AI
may relieve health professionals from “certain time-consuming clerical tasks and could
increase their time for caregiving practices.”3 Medical decision-making and care are
increasingly supported by expert and robotics systems that assist in record
management, diagnosis, treatment planning, and delivery of interventions. Home and
social care are similarly transformed through the introduction of remote monitoring and
management systems. Health can increasingly be monitored, modelled, and managed
based on data representations of the patient, supplementing or replacing verbal
accounts and face-to-face physical care.4
A unique impact of AI and other emerging data-intensive and algorithmic technologies
is their capacity to augment and support human decision-making by recommending
the best action to take in a given situation, the best interpretation of data, and so on .5
But these systems can also be used to outright replace human decision-making,
expertise, and face-to-face clinical care. Natural language processing applications
such as OpenAI’s GPT-3, for example, suggest a future in which initial patient contact
and even triage can be handled in part or entirely by artificial conversational agents.
AI systems are already used by clinicians and hospitals for clinical and operational
decision-making, seen for instance in risk prediction, discharge planning, diagnostics,
and decision-support systems.6 Developments in deep learning likewise suggest a
future in which drug discovery and biomedical research are increasingly driven by
computational systems capable of intelligent behaviour.7 Recent advances in the
pharmaceuticals to treat a rare form of brain cancer or Deepmind’s breakthrough in

2

World Health Organization, Ethics and governance of artificial intelligence for health: WHO guidance
(2021); ITALIAN COMMITTEE FOR BIOETHICS, Artificial Intelligence and Medicine: some ethical aspects
(2020),
http://bioetica.governo.it/en/opinions/joint-opinions-icbicbbsl/artificial-intelligence-andmedicine-some-ethical-aspects/ (last visited Nov 30, 2021).
3 COUNCIL OF EUROPE, Artificial intelligence in health care: medical, legal and ethical challenges ahead
(2020).
4 Brent Mittelstadt et al., The Ethical Implications of Personal Health Monitoring, 5 INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL OF TECHNOETHICS 37–60 (2014).
5 George A. Diamond, Brad H. Pollock & Jeffrey W. Work, Clinician decisions and computers, 9 JOURNAL
OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARDIOLOGY 1385–1396 (1987); James G. Mazoué, Diagnosis Without
Doctors, 15 J MED PHILOS 559–579 (1990).
6 Rebecca Robbins & Erin Brodwin, Patients aren’t being told about the AI systems advising their care,
STAT (2020), https://www.statnews.com/2020/07/15/artificial-intelligence-patient-consent-hospitals/
(last visited Nov 9, 2021).
7 World Health Organization, supra note 1.
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protein folding via AlphaFold already show the potential of the state of the art in
medical AI.8
While the promise of AI is clear, a significant area of uncertainty concerns its impact
on the practice of healthcare, and in particular the doctor-patient relationship. Medical
expertise is no longer the sole domain of trained medical professionals and
researchers; rather, AI technologies create opportunities to provide care through a mix
of public and private, professional and non-professional, and human and technological
stakeholders.
In response to the growing recognition of these opportunities and risks of AI on the
practice of medicine and clinical care by the Council of Europe, and the call by the
Committee on Bioethics (DH-BIO) to work on trust, safety, and transparency in this
context,9 this report investigates the known and potential impacts of AI systems on the
doctor-patient relationship. This impact is framed by the human rights principles
referred to in the European Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine of 1997
otherwise known as the “Oviedo Convention,” and its subsequent amendments.
Human rights principles regarding health may require certain standards to be met in
the doctor-patient relationship which can be disrupted, displaced, or at least
augmented by the usage of AI in clinical care.
The report is structured as follows:
► Section 2 provides background and context concerning definitions of AI and
related technologies, common ethical challenges posed by AI systems, and a
brief historical overview of human rights principles regarding health in the
context of the Oviedo Convention.
► Section 3 reviews types of AI technologies in medicine, focusing in particular
on AI systems aimed at augmenting clinical care and the patient experience.
► Section 4 proposes a theoretical framework for the doctor-patient relationship
based in human rights and connecting the aims of medicine to the standards of
good medical practice as developed by medicine as a formal profession.
► Section 5 then proposes several categories of current and potential impacts of
AI systems on the doctor-patient relationship, focusing on issues of bias,
inequality in access to care, opacity and transparency, patient autonomy and
safety, clinician responsibility and automation bias, and the human right to
privacy.
► Section 6 concludes with recommendations aimed at bolstering human rights
protections in the context of AI and the doctor-patient relationship.

8

Diana M. Carvalho et al., Repurposing vandetanib plus everolimus for the treatment of ACVR1-mutant
diffuse
intrinsic
pontine
glioma,
CANCER
DISCOV
(2021),
https://cancerdiscovery.aacrjournals.org/content/early/2021/09/20/2159-8290.CD-20-1201 (last visited
Nov 30, 2021); John Jumper et al., Highly accurate protein structure prediction with AlphaFold, 596
NATURE 583–589 (2021).
9 COUNCIL OF EUROPE, supra note 2.
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3 BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

C

oncepts such as artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, algorithm, and AI
system have a wide array of meanings across academic, policy, and public
discourse. Unhelpfully, the concepts are often used interchangeably .10 For the
sake of clarity, some definitions and distinctions will be offered.
Artificial intelligence refers to the demonstration of intelligence by a machine, wherein
intelligence is understood in terms of its expression in humans and animals. As an
academic field artificial intelligence studies “intelligent agents” or “computational
intelligence”, understood as systems that perceive their environment and take actions
that maximize their chances of achieving their goals.11 Machine learning can be
understood as a specialised type of AI in which the agent, or computer program,
improves its performance at some task through experience. Machine learning systems
use “prior knowledge together with training data to guide learning.”12
In simple terms, machine learning can be thought of as a type of software that learns
from a training dataset, wherein labels are created and applied by human labellers
according to prior knowledge. A classic example is an image recognition program
which is taught to distinguish between classes of objects. In this case the training
dataset would consist of a series of pre-labelled images from which the system can
derive classification rules to apply to new images or datasets.
Algorithms can be understood as core components of machine learning and artificial
intelligence systems that guide the processes of learning and turning input data into
outputs. In mathematical terms an algorithm can be understood as a mathematical
construct with “a finite, abstract, effective, compound control structure, imperatively
given, accomplishing a given purpose under given provisions.”13 For clarity, a simpler
definition can be offered: an algorithm is a well-defined sequence of steps that produce
an output from some set of inputs.
A machine learning algorithm can be understood as a type of algorithm in which a part
of the sequence of steps has been learnt rather than pre-defined. For example, a
machine learning algorithm used for classification tasks develops classes that can
generalise beyond the training data.14 The algorithm creates a model to classify new
inputs. A machine learning model is the internal data of the algorithm that is fitted to
input data to improve performance.
Image recognition technologies, for example, can decide what types of objects appear
in a picture. The algorithm ‘learns’ by defining rules to determine how new inputs will
be classified. The model can be taught to the algorithm via hand labelled inputs
(supervised learning); in other cases, the algorithm itself defines best-fit models to
10

Robin K. Hill, What an Algorithm Is, 29 PHILOS. TECHNOL. 35–59, 36 (2015).
David Poole, Alan Mackworth & Randy Goebel, Computational Intelligence (1998).
12 Tom Mitchell, Machine learning (1997).
13 Hill, supra note 9 at 47.
14 Pedro Domingos, A few useful things to know about machine learning, 55 COMMUNICATIONS OF THE
ACM 78–87 (2012).
11
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make sense of a set of inputs (unsupervised learning).15 In both cases, the algorithm
defines decision-making rules to handle new inputs. Critically, a human user will
typically not be able to understand the rationale of decision-making rules produced by
the algorithm.16
Popular and policy definitions of these terms often do not follow these technical
definitions which can cause confusion. The World Health Organization (WHO), for
example defines artificial intelligence as “the performance by computer programs of
tasks that are commonly associated with intelligent beings.” Definitions of this type are
on the one hand problematically broad, insofar as they turn on the definition of
“intelligence” and scope of behaviours of “intelligent beings,” and thus cannot be used
to classify a particular system or AI or not-AI alone. With that said, the openness of
the definition can also be helpful in policy terms by enabling additional systems to be
captured beyond the state-of-the-art at the point of drafting.
Regardless of their limitations, policy definitions of AI are arguably more important
than technical definitions if our concern is with harmonisation across regulatory and
policy frameworks. The ‘Artificial Intelligence Act’ (AIA), a proposed horizontal riskbased regulatory framework proposed by the European Commission, offers a
particularly broad definition of AI that promises to be an influential international policy
going forward17:
“‘Artificial intelligence system’ (AI system) means software that is developed
with one or more of the techniques and approaches listed in Appendix I and
can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, generate outputs such as
content, predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing the
environments they interact with.”
Appendix of the AIA offers a non-comprehensive list of techniques and approaches
that can be considered AI, which encompasses machine learning, logic and
knowledge-based approaches, and a variety of statistical methods:
“(a) Machine learning approaches, including supervised, unsupervised and
reinforcement learning, using a wide variety of methods including deep
learning;

15

Bart W. Schermer, The limits of privacy in automated profiling and data mining, 27 COMPUTER LAW &
SECURITY REVIEW 45–52 (2011); Martijn Van Otterlo, A Machine learning view on profiling, PRIVACY,
DUE PROCESS AND THE COMPUTATIONAL TURN–PHILOSOPHERS OF LAW MEET PHILOSOPHERS OF
TECHNOLOGY 41–64 (2013).
16 Andreas Matthias, The responsibility gap: Ascribing responsibility for the actions of learning automata,
6 ETHICS INF TECHNOL 175–183, 179 (2004).
17 EUROPEAN COMMISSION, Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF
THE COUNCIL LAYING DOWN HARMONISED RULES ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
(ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ACT) AND AMENDING CERTAIN UNION LEGISLATIVE ACTS,
2021/0106(COD)
(2021),
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52021PC0206 (last visited Oct 27, 2021).
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(b) Logic- and knowledge-based approaches, including knowledge
representation, inductive (logic) programming, knowledge bases, inference and
deductive engines, (symbolic) reasoning and expert systems;
(c) Statistical approaches, Bayesian estimation, search and optimization
methods.”
As this definition shows the AIA’s definition of ‘AI system’ does not align strictly with
the technical definitions offered above. For example, in this definition machine learning
is treated as a component of AI rather than as a specialised type of AI. To avoid
ambiguity, we offer the following working definition of ‘artificial intelligence system’ for
the purposes of this report:
‘Artificial intelligence systems’ refers to standalone or hardware-embedded
software that acts as an intelligent agent or displays computational intelligence.
An AI system can consist of one or more algorithms or models, but typically
refers to complex systems in which multiple algorithms or models work together
to perform a complex task.
Public discourse is currently dominated by concerns with a particular class of AI
systems that make decisions and recommendations about important matters in life.
These systems augment or replace analysis and decision-making by humans and are
often used due to the scope or scale of data and rules involved. The number of
features considered in classification tasks can run into the millions. This task replicates
work previously undertaken by human workers, but on a much larger scale using
qualitatively distinct decision-making logic. These systems make generally reliable
(but not necessarily correct) decisions based upon complex rules that challenge or
confound human capacities for action and comprehension.18 In other words, this report
addresses AI systems whose actions are difficult for humans to predict or whose
decision-making logic is difficult to explain after the fact.

Common ethical challenges in AI
Prior review of the ethical challenges facing AI has identified six types of concerns that
can be traced to the operational parameters of decision-making algorithms and AI
systems. The map reproduced and adapted in Figure 1 takes into account:

“decision-making algorithms (1) turn data into evidence for a given outcome
(henceforth conclusion), and that this outcome is then used to (2) trigger and
motivate an action that (on its own, or when combined with other actions) may
not be ethically neutral. This work is performed in ways that are complex and

18

Brent Mittelstadt et al., The ethics of algorithms: Mapping the debate, 3 BIG DATA & SOCIETY (2016),
http://bds.sagepub.com/lookup/doi/10.1177/2053951716679679 (last visited Dec 15, 2016). The
remainder of Section 2.1 draws heavily from the findings and ethical framework proposed in this
landscaping study.
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(semi-)-autonomous, which (3) complicates apportionment of responsibility for
effects of actions driven by algorithms.”19

From these operational characteristics, three epistemological and two normative types
of ethical concerns can be identified based on how algorithms process data to produce
evidence and motivate actions. The proposed five types of concerns can cause
failures involving multiple human, organisational, and technological agents. This mix
of human and technological actors leads to difficult questions concerning how to
assign responsibility and liability for the impact of AI behaviours. These difficulties are
captured in traceability as a final, overarching, type of concern.

Types of concerns

Ethical challenges

Inconclusive evidence

Unjustified actions

Inscrutable evidence

Opacity

Misguided evidence

Bias

Unfair outcomes

Discrimination
Autonomy

Transformative effects

Informational privacy
Group privacy
Moral responsibility
Distributed responsibility

Traceability

Automation bias
Safety and resilience
Ethical auditing

Figure 1 – Types of ethical concerns and challenges raised by algorithms (adapted from Mittelstadt et al., 2016)

The three aforementioned epistemological concerns with decision-making algorithms
and AI systems can be defined as follows:
► Inconclusive evidence – When algorithms draw conclusions from the data
they process using inferential statistics and/or machine learning techniques,
they produce probable20 yet inevitably uncertain knowledge. Statistical learning
19

Id.
The term ‘probable knowledge’ is used here in the sense of IAN HACKING, THE EMERGENCE OF
PROBABILITY : A PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY OF EARLY IDEAS ABOUT PROBABILITY, INDUCTION AND STATISTICAL
20
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theory21 and computational learning theory22 are both concerned with the
characterisation and quantification of this uncertainty. Statistical methods can
identify significant correlations, but correlations are typically not sufficient to
demonstrate causality,23 and thus may be insufficient to motivate action on the
basis of knowledge of such a connection. The concept of an ‘actionable insight’
captures the uncertainty inherent in statistical correlations and normativity of
choosing to act upon them.24
► Inscrutable evidence – When data are used as (or processed to produce)
evidence for a conclusion, it is reasonable to expect that the connection
between the data and the conclusion should be intelligible and open to
scrutiny.25 Given the complexity and scale of many AI systems, intelligibility and
scrutiny cannot be taken for granted. A lack of access to datasets and the
inherent difficulty of mapping how the multitude of data and features considered
by an AI system contribute to specific conclusions and outputs cause practical
as well as principled limitations.26
► Misguided evidence – Algorithms process data and are therefore subject to a

limitation shared by all types of data processing, namely that the output can
never exceed the input. The informal ‘garbage in, garbage out’ principle
illustrates this phenomenon and its significance: conclusions can only be as
reliable (but also as neutral) as the data they are based on.27
The three epistemic concerns detailed thus far address the quality of evidence
produced by an algorithm that motivates a particular action. Normative concerns can
be attached to these actions as well. There are two such potential normative concerns:
► Unfair outcomes – Algorithmically driven actions can be scrutinised from a

variety of ethical perspectives, criteria, and principles. The normative
acceptability of the action and its effects is observer-dependent and can be
assessed independently of its epistemological quality. An action can be found
discriminatory, for example, solely from its effect on a protected class of people,
even if made on the basis of conclusive, scrutable and well-founded evidence.
► Transformative effects – The impact of AI systems cannot always be

attributed to epistemic or ethical failures. Much of their impact can appear
initially ethically neutral in the absence of obvious harm. A separate set of
(2006). where it is associated with the emergence of probability and the rise of statistical
thinking (for instance in the context of insurance) that started in the 17th Century.
21 GARETH JAMES ET AL., AN INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL LEARNING (2013).
22 Leslie G. Valiant, A theory of the learnable, 27 COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 1134–1142 (1984).
23 PETER GRINDROD, MATHEMATICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF ANALYTICS: THEORY AND APPLICATIONS (2014).
24 Boaz Miller & Isaac Record, Justified belief in a digital age: on the epistemic implications of secret
Internet technologies, 10 EPISTEME 117–134 (2013).
25 Hilary Kornblith, Epistemology: Internalism and Externalism (2001).
26 Miller and Record, supra note 23.
27 For a formal approach to the ‘garbage in, garbage out’ principle, see: CLAUDE E. SHANNON & WARREN
WEAVER, THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF COMMUNICATION (1998).
INFERENCE
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impacts, which can be referred to as transformative effects, concern subtle
shifts in how the world is conceptualised and organised.28
A final overarching concern addresses the need to specify common characteristics of
AI systems and environmental conditions to ensure accountability and liability can be
fairly apportioned across all actors and stakeholders involved in developing, deploying,
and using AI systems:
► Traceability – AI systems often involve multiple agents which can include

human developers and users, manufacturers and deploying organisations, and
the systems and models themselves. AI systems can also interact directly,
forming multi-agent networks characterised by rapid behaviours that avoid the
oversight and comprehension of their human counterparts due to speed, scale,
and complexity. As suggested in the original landscaping study by Mittelstadt
et al., “algorithms are software-artefacts used in data-processing, and as such
inherit the ethical challenges associated with the design and availability of new
technologies and those associated with the manipulation of large volumes of
personal and other data.”29 All of these factors mean it is difficult to detect
harms, find their cause, and assign blame when AI systems behave in
unexpected ways. Challenges arising through any of the aforementioned five
types of concerns can thus raise a related challenge concerning traceability,
wherein both the cause and responsibility for bad behaviours need to be
established.30
As detailed in Figure 1, these types of concerns with decision-making algorithms and
AI systems can be traced to widely discussed ethical challenges and concepts. In brief,
according to this approach the following are some of the key ethical challenges arising
from operational characteristics of decision-making algorithms and the six types of
concerns described above31:
► Unjustified actions – Much algorithmic decision-making and data mining relies

on inductive knowledge and correlations identified within a dataset. Correlations
based on a ‘sufficient’ volume of data are often seen as sufficiently credible to
direct action without first establishing causality.32 Acting on correlations can be
28

LUCIANO FLORIDI, THE FOURTH REVOLUTION: HOW THE INFOSPHERE IS RESHAPING HUMAN REALITY (2014).
Mittelstadt et al., supra note 17.
30 G. O. Mohler et al., Self-Exciting Point Process Modeling of Crime, 106 JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN
STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION 100–108 (2011); Luciano Floridi, Faultless responsibility: on the nature and
allocation of moral responsibility for distributed moral actions, 374 PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS OF THE
ROYAL SOCIETY A: MATHEMATICAL, PHYSICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES 20160112 (2016).
31 Note: this list is adapted from a literature review conducted by the author and reported in the following:
Mittelstadt et al., supra note 17.
32 Mireille Hildebrandt, Who Needs Stories if You Can Get the Data? ISPs in the Era of Big Number
Crunching, 24 PHILOS. TECHNOL. 371–390 (2011); Mireille Hildebrandt & Bert-Jaap Koops, The
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doubly problematic. Spurious correlations may be discovered rather than
genuine causal knowledge. Even if strong correlations or causal knowledge are
found, this knowledge may only concern populations while actions with
significant personal impact are directed towards individuals.33
► Opacity – This is the ‘black box’ problem with AI: the logic behind turning inputs

into outputs may not be known to observers or affected parties or may be
fundamentally inscrutable or unintelligible. Opacity in machine learning
algorithms is a product of the high dimensionality of data, complex code and
changeable decision-making logic.34 Transparency and comprehensibility are
generally desired because algorithms that are poorly predictable or
interpretable are difficult to control, monitor and correct.35 Transparency is often
naively treated as a panacea for ethical issues arising from new technologies.36
Information about the functionality of algorithms is often intentionally poorly
accessible.37 Besides being accessible, information must be comprehensible to be
considered transparent.38 Efforts to make algorithms transparent face a significant
challenge to render complex decision-making processes both accessible and
comprehensible. The longstanding problem of interpretability in machine learning
algorithms indicates the challenge of opacity in algorithms.39 In the context of medicine,
the World Health Organization (WHO) has recognized the critical importance of
combatting opacity through provisions to ensure transparency, ‘explainability’, and
intelligibility in the design and usage of AI in healthcare.40
► Bias – The automation of human decision-making is often justified by an
alleged lack of bias in AI and algorithms.41 This belief is unsustainable; AI
33
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511 (2014).
38 Matteo Turilli & Luciano Floridi, The ethics of information transparency, 11 ETHICS INF TECHNOL 105–
112 (2009).
39 Hildebrandt, supra note 31; Leese, supra note 36; Burrell, supra note 33; TUTT, supra note 34.
40 World Health Organization, supra note 1 at xiii.
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systems unavoidably make biased decisions.42 A system’s design and
functionality reflects the values of its designer and intended uses, if only to the
extent that a particular design is preferred as the best or most efficient option.
Development is not a neutral, linear path.43 As a result, “the values of the author,
wittingly or not, are frozen into the code, effectively institutionalising those
values.”44 Inclusiveness and equity in both the design and usage of AI is thus
key to combat implicit biases.45 Friedman and Nissenbaum clarify that bias arise
from (1) pre-existing social values found in the “social institutions, practices and
attitudes” from which the technology emerges, (2) technical constraints and (3)
emergent aspects of a context of use.46
► Discrimination – Discrimination against individuals and groups can arise from
biases in AI systems. Discriminatory analytics can contribute to self-fulfilling
prophecies and stigmatisation in targeted groups, undermining their autonomy
and participation in society.47 While a single definition of discrimination does not
exist, legal frameworks internationally have a long history of jurisprudence
discussing types of discrimination (e.g., direct and indirect), goals of equality
law (e.g., formal and substantive equality), and appropriate thresholds for
distribution of outcomes across groups. In this context, embedding
considerations of non-discrimination and fairness into AI systems is particularly
difficult.48 It may be possible to direct algorithms not to consider sensitive
attributes that contribute to discrimination,49 such as gender or ethnicity,50 based
42
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upon the emergence of discrimination in a particular context. However, proxies
for protected attributes are not easy to predict or detect,51 particularly when
algorithms access linked datasets.52
► Autonomy – Value-laden decisions made by algorithms can also pose a threat
to autonomy. Personalisation of content by AI systems, such as recommender
systems, is particularly challenging in this regard. Personalisation can be
understood as the construction of choice architectures which are not the same
across a sample.53 AI can nudge the behaviour of data subjects and human
decision-makers by filtering information.54 Different information, prices, and
other content can be offered to profiling groups or audiences within a population
defined by one or more attributes, for example the ability to pay, which can itself
lead to discrimination. Personalisation reduces the diversity of information
users encounter by excluding content deemed irrelevant or contradictory to the
user's beliefs or desires.55 This is problematic insofar as information diversity
can be considered an enabling condition for autonomy.56 The subject’s
autonomy in decision-making is disrespected when the desired choice reflects
third-party interests above the individual’s.57
A related challenge for autonomy concerns the intelligibility or comprehensibility of
algorithmic systems and their outputs. Health professionals incorporating AI-based
recommendations into their clinical care routines, for example, may experience a loss
of autonomy if the basis for the recommendations is not well understood. Likewise,
patients face a similar challenge when making informed decisions about their care
based on AI recommendations. Recognising these risks, the WHO recognises
“protecting human autonomy” as a key ethical principle for the design, usage, and
governance of AI in healthcare due to the risk of decision-making power being
transferred from humans to machines.58
► Informational privacy and group privacy – Algorithms also transform notions
of privacy. Responses to discrimination, personalisation, and the inhibition of
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autonomy due to opacity often appeal to informational privacy,59 or the right of
data subjects to “shield personal data from third parties.” Informational privacy
concerns the capacity of an individual to control information about herself, 60 and
the effort required by third parties to obtain this information. A right to identity
derived from informational privacy suggests that opaque or secretive profiling
is problematic when carried out by a third party. In a healthcare setting this
could include insurers, remote care providers (e.g., chatbot and triage service
providers), consumer technology companies, and others. Opaque decisionmaking inhibits oversight and informed decision-making concerning data
sharing.61 Data subjects cannot define privacy norms to govern all types of data
generically because the value or insightfulness of data is only established
through processing.62
Privacy protections based upon identifiability are poorly suited to limit external
management of identity via analytics. Current regulatory protections struggle to
address the informational privacy risks of analytics owing to the definition of ‘personal
data’ being linked to an identified or identifiable individual; identifying a user is often
unnecessary for purposes of algorithmic profiling and decision-making. Rather,
knowledge is generated about algorithmically curated groups rather than uniquely
identifiable individuals. Existing regulatory frameworks for privacy and data protection
do not reflect the importance of profiling and groups to modern data analytics and
automated decision-making.63
► Moral responsibility and distributed responsibility – When a technology
fails, blame and sanctions must be apportioned.64 Blame can only be justifiably
attributed when the actor has some degree of control and intentionality in
carrying out the action.65 Traditionally, developers and software engineers have
had “control of the behaviour of the machine in every detail” insofar as they can
explain its overall design and function to a third party.66 This traditional
conception of responsibility in software design assumes the developer can
reflect on the technology’s likely effects and potential for malfunctioning, 67 and
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make design choices to choose the most desirable outcomes according to the
functional specification.68
Justified allocation of moral responsibility is difficult for algorithms and AI systems with
learning capacities. The traditional model for allocating responsibility in computing
requires the system to be well-defined, comprehensible and predictable; complex and
fluid systems (i.e., one with countless decision-making rules and lines of code) inhibit
holistic oversight of decision-making pathways and dependencies. Machine learning
algorithms are particularly challenging in this respect,69 seen for instance in genetic
algorithms that program themselves. The traditional model of responsibility fails
because “nobody has enough control over the machine’s actions to be able to assume
the responsibility for them.”70 Distributed responsibility is thus a particular challenge for
AI systems but could be addressed through application of strict liability or similar
faultless responsibility schemes.
► Automation bias – A related problem concerns the diffusion of feelings of
responsibility and accountability for users of AI systems, and the related
tendency to trust the outputs of systems on the basis of their perceived
objectivity, accuracy, or complexity.71 Delegating decision-making to AI can shift
responsibility away from human decision-makers. Similar effects can be
observed in mixed networks of human and information systems as already
studied in bureaucracies, characterised by reduced feelings of personal
responsibility and the execution of otherwise unjustifiable actions.72 Algorithms
involving stakeholders from multiple disciplines can, for instance, lead to each
party assuming others will shoulder ethical responsibility for the algorithm’s
actions.73 Machine learning adds an additional layer of complexity between
designers and actions driven by the algorithm, which may justifiably weaken
blame placed upon the former.
► Safety and resilience – The need to apportion responsibility is acutely felt
when algorithms malfunction. Unethical algorithms can be thought of as
malfunctioning software artefacts that do not operate as intended. Useful
distinctions exist between errors of design (types) and errors of operation
(tokens), and between the failure to operate as intended (dysfunction) and the
presence of unintended side-effects (misfunction).74 Misfunctioning is
distinguished from mere negative side effects by ‘avoidability’, or the extent to
which comparable types of systems or artefacts accomplish the intended
function without the effects in question. These distinctions clarify ethical aspects
of AI systems that are strictly related to their functioning, either in the abstract
68
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(for instance when we look at raw performance), or as part of a larger decisionmaking system, and reveals the multifaceted interaction between intended and
actual behaviour. Machine learning in particular raises unique challenges,
because achieving the intended or “correct” behaviour does not imply the
absence of errors or harmful actions and feedback loops.75
Both types of malfunctioning imply distinct responsibilities for algorithm and software
developers, users and artefacts. Fair apportionment of responsibility for dysfunctioning
and misfunctioning across large development teams and complex contexts of use is a
difficult challenge. Requirements for resilience to malfunctioning as an ethical ideal in
algorithm design need to be specified to ensure AI systems are both safe and resilient
against dysfunctions and misfunctions. This reflects the ethical importance of human
well-being and how it can be impacted by AI. Reflecting this, the WHO has explicitly
recognized the importance of protecting human well-being and safety by enshrining it
as a key ethical principle for usage of AI in healthcare.76
► Ethical auditing – How best to operationalise and set standards for testing of

these ethical challenges remains an open question, particularly for machine
learning. Merely rendering the code of an algorithm transparent is insufficient
to ensure ethical behaviour. One possible path to achieve interpretability,
fairness, and other ethical goals in AI systems is via auditing carried out by data
processors,77 external regulators,78 or empirical researchers,79 using ex post
audit studies,80 reflexive ethnographic studies in development and testing,81 or
reporting mechanisms designed into the algorithm itself.82 For all types of AI,
auditing is a necessary precondition to verify correct functioning. For systems
with foreseeable human impact, auditing can create an ex post procedural
record of complex automated decision-making to unpack problematic or
inaccurate decisions, or to detect discrimination or similar harms.
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The Oviedo Convention and human rights principles regarding health
The European Convention for the protection of human rights and dignity of the human
being with regard to the application of biology and medicine (ETS No. 164) of 1997,
or the “Oviedo Convention,” promotes the protection of human rights in biomedicine
at a transnational level. The Oviedo Convention is a framework instrument meaning it
contains general principles intended to be translated into domestic law by signatories.
The Oviedo Convention contains many novel principles and requirements built on
principles and rights contained in “previous international human rights treaties, such
as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 and the European
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) of 1950 (e.g. the rights to life, to physical
integrity and to privacy, the prohibition of inhuman or degrading treatment and of any
form of discrimination).”83 The Oviedo Convention is inspired by and grounded in the
rights to life, physical integrity and privacy, and prohibition of discrimination enacted
through the ECHR. For the European Court of Human Rights, the Oviedo Convention
has been used as an interpretative framework to elucidate and better understand the
scope and significance of these rights in the context of biomedicine.84
The significance of these constituent human rights for the Oviedo Convention cannot
be overstated. As a whole the Convention is designed to “protect the dignity and
identity of all human beings and guarantee everyone, without discrimination, respect
for their integrity and other rights and fundamental freedoms with regard to the
application of biology and medicine” (Article 1). Across the Convention certain values
and ends are explicitly upheld and protected, while others can be inferred through
specific requirements. Above all, human dignity and the primacy of the patient are key
to the Convention:

“The notion of human dignity is clearly the bedrock of the Oviedo Convention.
According to the Explanatory Report, “the concept of human dignity (...)
constitutes the essential value to be upheld. It is at the basis of most of the
values emphasised in the Convention.” Recalling the history of the instrument,
one of the members of the drafting group recognizes that “it was soon decided
that the concept of dignity, identity and integrity of human beings/individuals
should be both the basis and the umbrella for all other principles and notions
that were to be included in the Convention.””85

Reference is made to other values and rights across the Oviedo Convention, such as
the rights to life, physical integrity and privacy, and the prohibition of discrimination.
For example, Article 10 reaffirms the right to privacy introduced in Article 8 of the
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ECHR and the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic
Processing of Personal Data:

1. “Everyone has the right to respect for private life in relation to information
about his or her health.
2. Everyone is entitled to know any information collected about his or her
health. However, the wishes of individuals not to be so informed shall be
observed.”

Following the transparency requirements implied by the right to privacy in Article 10,
Article 5 of the Oviedo Convention affirms the well-established requirement for
informed consent in medicine:

“An intervention in the health field may only be carried out after the person
concerned has given free and informed consent to it.
This person shall beforehand be given appropriate information as to the
purpose and nature of the intervention as well as on its consequences and risks.
The person concerned may freely withdraw consent at any time.”

According to the Explanatory Report, the requirement for consent “makes clear
patients’ autonomy in their relationship with health care professionals and restrains
the paternalist approaches which might ignore the wish of the patient.” Paragraphs 35
and 36 of the Report provide further details on the specific requirements for consent
to be considered free and informed including constraints on the doctor’s influence on
a patient’s decision and requirements concerning the quality, breadth, and clarity of
information provided:

“35. The patient's consent is considered to be free and informed if it is given on
the basis of objective information from the responsible health care professional
as to the nature and the potential consequences of the planned intervention or
of its alternatives, in the absence of any pressure from anyone. Article 5,
paragraph 2, mentions the most important aspects of the information which
should precede the intervention but it is not an exhaustive list: informed consent
may imply, according to the circumstances, additional elements. In order for
their consent to be valid the persons in question must have been informed about
the relevant facts regarding the intervention being contemplated. This
information must include the purpose, nature and consequences of the
intervention and the risks involved. Information on the risks involved in the
intervention or in alternative courses of action must cover not only the risks
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inherent in the type of intervention contemplated, but also any risks related to
the individual characteristics of each patient, such as age or the existence of
other pathologies. Requests for additional information made by patients must
be adequately answered.
36. Moreover, this information must be sufficiently clear and suitably worded for
the person who is to undergo the intervention. The patient must be put in a
position, through the use of terms he or she can understand, to weigh up the
necessity or usefulness of the aim and methods of the intervention against its
risks and the discomfort or pain it will cause.”

Article 10 provides both a “right to know” and a “right not to know” about their health
status and any information collected about their health. These rights are core elements
of the doctor-patient relationship envisioned in the Oviedo Convention. If patients are
entitled to make an informed decision about their care, it follows that they are entitled
to receive adequate information to make that decision in an informed manner.86
Concerning discrimination, Article 11 explicitly prohibits discrimination on the grounds
of genetic heritage. Likewise, Article 3 provides for equitable access to healthcare of
an appropriate quality:

“Parties, taking into account health needs and available resources, shall take
appropriate measures with a view to providing, within their jurisdiction, equitable
access to health care of appropriate quality.”

Inequality in access to care or standards of care could be considered a violation of the
prohibition on discrimination contained in Article 14 of the ECHR, in particular in
relation to discrimination in “association with a national minority, property, birth or other
status” (see section entitled “Inequality in access to high quality healthcare”). Similarly,
Article 4 addresses quality of care and professional standards in healthcare and
research:

“Any intervention in the health field, including research, must be carried out in
accordance with relevant professional obligations and standards.”

The Oviedo Convention understandably does not specify quality standards to be met
in healthcare and research, but rather leaves the determination of standards to
professional bodies and domestic law of signatories of the Convention according to
local health needs and available resources. With that said, as the Convention
prescribes a minimum standard for human rights protections, member states can
86
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choose to enact higher standards in their translation of the Convention into domestic
law. With regards to quality of care standards, this can be done in relation to
Articles 3 and 4. Paragraph 30 of the Explanatory Report clarifies the parties
envisioned as setting these professional obligations and standards:

“30. All interventions must be performed in accordance with the law in general,
as supplemented and developed by professional rules. In some countries these
rules take the form of professional codes of ethics (drawn up by the State or by
the profession), in others codes of medical conduct, health legislation, medical
ethics or any other means of guaranteeing the rights and interests of the patient,
and which may take account of any right of conscientious objection by health
care professionals.”

Paragraphs 31 and 32 elaborate on the nature of medicine as a profession, variation
in standards across countries, the commitment of doctors to uphold ethical and legal
standards, and the content and development of standards over time:

“31. The content of professional standards, obligations and rules of conduct is
not identical in all countries. The same medical duties may vary slightly from
one society to another. However, the fundamental principles of the practice of
medicine apply in all countries. Doctors and, in general, all professionals who
participate in a medical act are subject to legal and ethical imperatives. They
must act with care and competence, and pay careful attention to the needs of
each patient.
32. It is the essential task of the doctor not only to heal patients but also to take
the proper steps to promote health and relieve pain, taking into account the
psychological well-being of the patient. Competence must be determined
primarily in relation to the scientific knowledge and clinical experience
appropriate to a profession or speciality at a given time. The current state of the
art determines the professional standard and skill to be expected of health care
professionals in the performance of their work. In following the progress of
medicine, it changes with new developments and eliminates methods which do
not reflect the state of the art. Nevertheless, it is accepted that professional
standards do not necessarily prescribe one line of action as being the only one
possible: recognised medical practice may, indeed, allow several possible
forms of intervention, thus leaving some freedom of choice as to methods or
techniques.”

Following this, Paragraph 33 of the Explanatory Report provides a brief indication of
the ideal model for the doctor-patient relationship with respect to choosing
interventions:
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“33. Further, a particular course of action must be judged in the light of the
specific health problem raised by a given patient. In particular, an intervention
must meet criteria of relevance and proportionality between the aim pursued
and the means employed. Another important factor in the success of medical
treatment is the patient's confidence in his or her doctor. This confidence also
determines the duties of the doctor towards the patient. An important element
of these duties is the respect of the rights of the patient. The latter creates and
increases mutual trust. The therapeutic alliance will be strengthened if the rights
of the patient are fully respected.”

The Oviedo Convention thus specifies a number of rights and requirements relating to
or derived from human rights protected in other contexts. Key values and interests can
be derived from the topics addressed throughout the Convention. These values
embedded in human rights principles regarding health can guide the development of
a theoretical framework for the doctor-patient relationship. Specifically, the Oviedo
Convention prescribes and discusses the following values:
► Human dignity
► Primacy of patient interests over societal and scientific interests
► Right to life
► Physical integrity
► Privacy and identity
► Informed consent
► Right to know and right not to know
► Prohibition of discrimination and inequality in access to healthcare
► Quality of care standards
In the section entitled “Theoretical framework of the doctor-patient relationship”, these
values will be discussed in the context of the goals of medicine as a profession and
societal good and used as the basis to develop a theoretical framework for the doctorpatient relationship. This framework, and the values underpinning it derived from the
Convention, suggests that certain goods must be met in the doctor-patient
relationship. Likewise, different models for clinical encounters and the doctor-patient
relationship will align better or worse with these values. These issues will be picked
up in the aforementioned section following a brief overview of AI systems in medicine.
To situate this report in ongoing policy work by the Council of Europe, it is important
to briefly note recent reports that have addressed other areas of work relevant to the
impact of AI in healthcare. The “Protocol amending the Convention for the Protection
of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (CETS No. 223)”
was opened in October 2018 and is set to be ratified in October 2023. The Protocol
amends Convention ETS No. 108. Of particular relevance to AI in medicine is its
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revision of Article 8 (now Article 9) of the Convention to grant individuals a variety of
data protection rights:

1. “Every individual shall have a right:
a. Not to be subject to a decision significantly affecting him or her based
solely on an automated processing of data without having his or her
views taken into consideration;
b. to obtain, on request, at reasonable intervals and without excessive
delay or expense, confirmation of the processing of personal data
relating to him or her, the communication in an intelligible form of the
data processed, all available information on their origin, on the
preservation period as well as any other information that the controller is
required to provide in order to ensure the transparency of processing in
accordance with Article 8, paragraph 1;
c. to obtain, on request, knowledge of the reasoning underlying data
processing where the results of such processing are applied to him or
her;
d. to object at any time, on grounds relating to his or her situation, to the
processing of personal data concerning him or her unless the controller
demonstrates legitimate grounds for the processing which override his
or her interests or rights and fundamental freedoms;
e. to obtain, on request, free of charge and without excessive delay,
rectification or erasure, as the case may be, of such data if these are
being, or have been, processed contrary to the provisions of this
Convention;
f. to have a remedy under Article 12 where his or her rights under this
Convention have been violated;
g. to benefit, whatever his or her nationality or residence, from the
assistance of a supervisory authority within the meaning of Article 15, in
exercising his or her rights under this Convention.”

Many of these rights mirror protections in the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), a data protection framework implemented by the European Commission in
2018, including a limited right not to be subject to an automated decision, a right to
obtain information on data processing, and rights to request rectification and erasure
of personal data.87 These rights may come provide an important backbone to protect
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the ideal of informed consent in medical applications of AI by providing access to
information about the scope and nature of automated processing.
The October 2020 report “Artificial intelligence in health care: medical, legal and ethical
challenges ahead,” published by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
and drafted by its Committee on Social Affairs, Health and Sustainable Development,
proposed a draft recommendation responding to the growing impact of AI in
healthcare.88 The report’s explanatory memorandum discusses in great detail the
various medical, legal, and ethical impacts envisioned for AI, which include:

► Need for ethical review in biomedical research and limitations on
competences and capacities of ethics review bodies to assess the unique
risks and opportunities of AI
► Liability of AI providers in medicine and healthcare
► Protection of personal data in the context of harmonising data systems
and supporting AI innovation and research in Europe, in particular
► Ensuring lawfulness, fairness, purpose specification, proportionality,
privacy-by-design and default, responsibility, compliance, transparency,
data security, and risk management
► Challenges of guaranteeing meaningful control and informed consent for
patients and other data subjects
► Positive obligations for states to protect life and health via national
reporting mechanisms
► Navigating the tension between “freedom to innovate” and meaningful
protection of human rights

Rather than being discussed in detail here, these and other points raised in prior
reports from the Council of Europe are reflected in the discussion of potential impacts
on the doctor-patient relationship in the section entitled “Potential impact of AI on the
doctor-patient relationship”.
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4 OVERVIEW OF AI TECHNOLOGIES IN MEDICINE
s described in the section entitled “Background and context”, a broad array of
technologies can be described as AI. With high-level definitions of relevant
concepts including artificial intelligence, algorithms, and machine learning are
defined, it is necessary to explore in more detail the potential types of medical AI
applications. As this report focuses on the impact of AI on the doctor-patient
relationship, not all potential medical applications will be considered. As a first step,
we can distinguish between three types of AI according to their intended users:

A

► AI for biomedical researchers
► AI for patients
► AI for health professionals

Of these categories, AI for patients and health professionals are most relevant
for the purposes of this report given the focus on the doctor-patient relationship.

Other taxonomies are of course possible; a recent report by the WHO, for example,
distinguishes between AI applications for use in:
► Health care
► Health research and drug development
► Health systems management and planning
► Public health and public health surveillance
The taxonomy deployed here focuses on the intended users of AI systems because
appropriate solutions to ethical challenges introduced by these systems typically vary
according to the interests, level of expertise, and requirements of different stakeholder
groups.
Although not directly relevant to the doctor-patient relationship, it is worth reviewing a
few examples of AI used for medical research. One of the most common applications
in biomedical research is drug discovery. For example, a recent discovery by computer
scientists and cancer specialists at the Institute of Cancer Research and Royal
Marsden NHS Foundation Trust of a new drug regime for a rare form of brain cancer
in children (diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma).89 Deepmind’s recent advances on protein
folding via AlphaFold likewise indicate the promise of AI for fundamental research. 90
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AI can also be used for structuring, labelling, and searching unorganized or
heterogenous medical datasets; image classifiers, for example, can process huge
volumes of medical imaging data much faster than manual labellers. Such systems
can also be useful for administrative and operational purposes as discussed below.
One noteworthy usage of AI that blurs the boundaries between research and clinical
care is that of polygenic embryo screening, in which an algorithm summarizes “the
estimated effect of hundreds or thousands of genetic variants associated with an
individual’s risk of having a particular condition or trait.” This practice raises the spectre
of eugenics by potentially allowing parents to select embryos both for health
advantages, but also for socially desirable non-disease-related traits.91
Many AI applications are in development to be used directly by patients, often in
collaboration with a health professional or artificial agent. These include telemedicine
applications used for remote observation, clinical encounters, and video-observed
therapy; virtual assistants and chat bots for information or triage; applications for
managing chronic illnesses such as cardiovascular disease or hypertension; health
and well-being ‘apps’; personal health monitoring systems including wearables with
built-in analytics and behavioural recommendations; and remote monitoring systems
for facial recognition, gait detection, biometrics, and health-related behaviours.92
One purported benefit of AI systems aimed at patients it to “empower patients and
communities to assume control of their own health care and better understand their
evolving needs.”93 Health monitoring and telemedicine systems could, for example,
assist patients in self-management of chronic conditions like diabetes, hypertension,
or cardiovascular disease.94 Therapeutic “chat bots” may also be able to assist in
management of mental health conditions.95 It has been predicted, for example, that the
GPT-3 natural language application could eventually be used as the basis for
conversational agents working directly with patients, for example as an initial point of
contact or (more controversially) for triaging non-critical patients.96 These applications
seem highly likely given the existing deployment of ‘virtual GP’ chat bots which direct
service enquiries and provide information to patients97; it should be noted, however,
that such applications have been the subject of significant debate over their ethical
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acceptability and regulation.98 Likewise, they may lead to reduced access to human
care.99
Finally, a wide variety of applications are aimed at health professionals. Three broad
categories can be distinguished:
► Applications designed for diagnostics, therapeutics, and other forms of
clinical care
► Applications designed for operational or administrative uses
► Applications designed for public health surveillance
The distinction between these categories is not always clear, as will be discussed
below. To limit the focus of this report to the potential impact of AI on the doctor-patient
relationship, only the first two categories will be surveyed. Public health surveillance
could also be conceived as an extension of the clinical experience or doctor-patient
relationship, insofar as patients may be contacted proactively by public health officials
for clinical follow-up. Nonetheless, this report is concerned principally with the
immediate clinical experience and relationship between individual health professionals
and their patients.
AI systems aimed at clinical care are designed to fulfil a broad range of tasks, including
diagnosis recommendations, optimization of treatment plans, and various other forms
of decision-support.
According to the WHO:

“AI is being evaluated for use in radiological diagnosis in oncology (thoracic
imaging, abdominal and pelvic imaging, colonoscopy, mammography, brain
imaging and dose optimization for radiological treatment), in non-radiological
applications (dermatology, pathology), in diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy, in
ophthalmology and for RNA and DNA sequencing to guide immunotherapy.”100

Future applications currently in development (but not yet deployed clinically) include
systems to detect “stroke, pneumonia, breast cancer by imaging,101 coronary heart
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disease by echocardiography102 and detection of cervical cancer,”103 including systems
designed specifically for use in low- and middle-income countries (LMIC).104 Systems
are being designed to predict the risk of lifestyle diseases including cardiovascular
disease105 and diabetes.106
Development of medical image classification systems has been highly prevalent in
recent years. Prior work, for example, has shown that neural networks can achieve
consistently higher sensitivity for pathological findings in radiology.107 Image
classification systems can also be used to support detection of tuberculosis,108 COVID19, and other conditions through interpreting staining images109 or X-rays.110 Another
emerging phenomenon is that of “digital twins,” which are systems that simulate
individual organs or multi-organ systems of individual patients for purposes of disease
modelling and prediction.111
Generally speaking, the deployment of AI in clinical care remains nascent. Clinical
efficacy has been established for relatively few systems when compared to the
significant research activity in healthcare applications of AI. Research, development,
and pilot testing often do not translate into proven clinical efficacy, commercialization,
or widespread deployment. The generalization of performance from trials to clinical
practice generally remains unproven.112
A 2019 meta-analysis of deep-learning image classifiers in healthcare found that
despite claims of equivalent accuracy between AI systems and human healthcare
professionals:
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“Few studies present externally validated results or compare the performance
of deep learning models and health-care professionals using the same sample.”
Likewise, “poor reporting is prevalent in deep learning studies, which limits
reliable interpretation of the reported diagnostic accuracy.”113

The evidence base for clinical efficacy of deep learning systems may have improved
in subsequent years, but broad adoption will seemingly hinge on standardised
reporting of accuracy to enable assessment of clinical efficacy by medical regulators
and clinical care excellence bodies.
A near term challenge for image classifiers is to build systems which can assess
multiple image or scan types, such as X-rays and CT scans, which are often
considered in combination by human radiologists while AI systems typically can only
interpret one or the other. A similar challenge exists for detection of multiple conditions
or pathologies, with existing classifiers often trained to only detect a single type of
abnormality.114
Finally, many AI systems are also designed for administrative or operational purposes.
AI systems can help with several aspects of hospital administration and operational
evaluations. Discharge planning tools, for instance, can estimate discharge dates and
barriers for hospitalized patients and flag up those that are clinically (nearly) ready to
be discharged to clinicians, along with a list of necessary steps to take prior to
discharge. Some systems can even schedule necessary follow-up appointments and
care.115 Natural language processing systems could be used for automation of routine
or labour-intensive tasks, such as searching and navigation of electronic health record
(EHR) systems or automated preparation of medical documentation and orders.116
According to the WHO, “Clinicians might use AI to integrate patient records during
consultations, identify patients at risk and vulnerable groups, as an aid in difficult
treatment decisions and to catch clinical errors. In LMIC, for example, AI could be used
in the management of antiretroviral therapy by predicting resistance to HIV drugs and
disease progression, to help physicians optimize therapy.”117
Distinguishing between uses of AI for clinical care and research versus those used for
operational and quality improvement purposes by hospitals and health systems is
often difficult. Many such systems are designed to identify at-risk patients. The UCLA
Health network, for example, uses a tool that identified patients in primary care that
are at high risk of being hospitalized or making frequent visits to an emergency room
in the coming year. Similarly, Oregon Health and Science University use a regression
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algorithm to monitor patients across the hospital for signs of sepsis.118 Both are treated
as a type of operational tool for monitoring and prioritising quality of care, and not as
part of clinical care or research.
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5 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE
DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP

H

ealth is a fundamental good valued across many contexts, including personal,
social and economic life, related to the maintenance and well-being of the
whole person. Without health personal plans cannot be made, projects
pursued, or identities created without restrictions imposed by a physical, mental or
social ailment.119 Health is therefore a prerequisite for the realisation of other human
goods.
Broadly speaking, the end of medicine is to guarantee the health of a society and
individuals within it.120 Despite the difficulties of defining health and illness as concepts,
medicine is broadly recognised as a practice to promote health, thereby working
towards a fundamental good.121 A lack of agreement on a ‘correct’ definition of health,
reflected in debate on the topic, does not undermine the fundamental value of health
to human life.122 The ends of medicine are achieved through ‘good’ medical encounters
with individual patients.123 In pursuing these ends in the doctor-patient relationship,
moral and technical capacities must work together in the interests of the patient
because medical activity affects individuals with moral worth and interests.
As discussed in the section entitled “The Oviedo Convention and human rights
principles regarding health”, the Oviedo Convention prescribes the following values:
► Human dignity
► Primacy of patient interests over societal and scientific interests
► Right to life
► Physical integrity
► Privacy and identity
► Informed consent
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► Right to know and right not to know
► Prohibition of discrimination and inequality in access to healthcare
► Quality of care standards
These values, and the different goals of medicine as a practice, can be realised
through different types of doctor-patient relationships. Models of the (ideal) doctorpatient relationship have adapted over time in recognition of the growing importance
of patient autonomy and its appropriate balance with other ethical obligations of the
doctor towards beneficence, non-maleficence, and justice.124 An influential paper from
Emanuel and Emanuel (1992) proposed four models for the doctor-patient
relationship:
► Paternalistic Model – This model vests the vast majority of decision-making
power in the doctor. It assumes the existence of shared, objective values or
criteria to define the best course of action to promote the patient’s health and
well-being. The doctor’s role is expert, skilled practitioner tasked with
“promoting the patient’s well-being independent of the patient’s current
preferences.” The doctor acts as “the patient’s guardian, articulating and
implementing what is best for the patient.” Autonomy is realised only through
patient assent to the doctor’s determination of the best course of action.
► Informative Model – In contrast, this model vests the vast majority of decisionmaking power in the patient. The objective of clinical interactions “is for the
doctor to provide the patient with all relevant information, for the patient to select
the medical interventions he or she wants, and for the doctor to executive the
selected interventions.” Objectives values are not assumed; rather, the patient’s
values and interests are taken as known or fixed to the patient but not the
doctor. The doctor’s role is to provide facts to facilitate the patient making a
decision that bests matches their interests.
► Interpretive Model – This model closely follows the informative model but
provides a greater role for the doctor to assist the patient in understanding her
values and interests, and the possible impact of different interventions in these
terms. The doctor acts as an advisor to help the patient “elucidate and make
coherent” their values but does not pass judgement on these values or attempt
to prioritize them on behalf of the patient. The ultimate choice of intervention
still rests with the patient in the interpretive model, but the doctor plays a more
active role in shaping this choice than the informative model.
► Deliberative Model – This model closely follows the interpretive model but
gives the doctor a greater role in judging and prioritizing patient values. It is the
doctor’s role to “elucidate the types of values embodied in the available
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options…suggesting why certain health-related values are more worthy and
should be aspired to.” Deliberation between the doctor and patient remains
limited to “health-related values, that is, values that affect or are affected by the
patient’s disease and treatments; he or she recognizes that many elements of
morality are unrelated to the patient’s disease or treatment and beyond the
scope of their professional relationship.” The aim of the deliberation is moral
persuasion, but not coercion, with the patient ultimately deciding on the
appropriate validity and priority of these values in their life. Whereas the doctor
is an advisor or counsellor in the interpretive model, in the deliberative model
they serve as “a teacher or friend, engaging the patient in dialogue on what
course of action would be best.” The doctor indicates both what the patient
could do and, in the context of their understanding of the patient’s life and
values, what he thinks the patient should do in terms of choice of intervention.
The final decision still remains with the patient but is subject to greater
persuasion and normative argumentation on the part of the doctor. This model
conceives of patient autonomy as a tool for moral self-development; “the patient
is empowered not simply to follow unexamined preferences or examined
values, but to consider, through dialogue, alternative health-related values, their
worthiness, and their implications for treatment.”
A fifth model is mentioned in Emanuel and Emanuel’s treatment of the doctor-patient
relationship, the ‘instrumental model’, but quickly discarded on moral grounds. In the
instrumental model the patient’s values are given no importance; rather, the doctor
takes a decision or convinces the patient to choose a particular course of treatment
on the basis of external values such as social or scientific good. While rightly
condemned on moral grounds, it should be noted that this model remains potentially
relevant as a warning for the deployment of AI. In cases where AI is pursued not for
the good of the patient, but rather for the sake of efficiency or cost savings, one could
argue the doctor-patient relationship is instrumentalized. The influence of such
external values on the doctor-patient relationship are elaborated below.
Each of these models of the doctor-patient relationship show varying degrees of
respect to patient autonomy and moral self-development. The rights and values
embedded in the Oviedo Convention provide some indication of the general
acceptability of these models of the doctor-patient relationship. A paternalistic model
would appear prone to violating the informed consent requirement set out in Article 5.
A deliberative model would likewise appear to violate a specific aspect of the consent
requirement expanded on in the Convention’s Explanatory Report: a patient’s consent
should be based on “objective information” provided “in the absence of any pressure
from anyone.” The difficulty of providing objective information will be picked up again
in the section entitled “Potential impact of AI on the doctor-patient relationship” in
discussing transparency in AI-mediated clinical care.
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Professional ethics in medicine
The Oviedo Convention explicitly calls for quality standards to be set by member states
and professional societies in Article 4. But how does medicine as a profession set its
own standards for clinical care and the doctor-patient relationship, and according to
which goals or values? To this end, this section proposes a theoretical framework for
understanding medicine as a self-governing profession. This framework aligns with
many of the values prescribed in the Oviedo Convention; this aspect is further
discussed in the section entitled “Potential impact of AI on the doctor-patient
relationship”.
An influential approach which prescribes ideal ends (and thus norms and internal
goods) of medicine based upon virtue ethics has been advanced by Pellegrino and
Thomasma.125 Within this approach, based upon Alisdair MacIntyre’s virtue ethics,126
medicine can be considered a “moral practice”127 with virtues describing character
traits required of doctors in addition to the “medical scientific knowledge, practical skills
and experience that ensures that the doctor does the right things with the right attitude
in order to reach the goals of medicine.”128 Medicine is a moral practice by MacIntyre’s
definition because as a profession it self-governs, defines, and upholds internal
standards of good medical care and accreditation processes to uphold these
standards.129
The telos of a practice can be understood through critical examination of its internal
goods or norms of evaluation; for medicine, these norms can be found in the doctorpatient relationship.130 As seen in this relationship, “the ends of medicine are...the
restoration or improvement of health and, more proximately, to heal, that is, to cure
illness and disease or, when this is not possible, to care for and help the patient to live
with residual pain, discomfort or disability.”131 The doctor-patient relationship,
understood as a type of “healing relationship,” is the primary mechanism through
which these ends are realised.
Treating medicine as a moral practice with norms of good practice realised through a
healing relationship is not to adapt an antiquated view of medicine as a paternalistic
patient-provider relationship. Rather, the healing relationship involves both clinical
interventions and information or services provided to patients for the sake of
knowledge, empowerment or self-care. Even in modern clinical encounters with
patients ‘empowered’ with democratised access to medical information, personal
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values and lived experience with disease,132 the doctor as an ideal-type ‘role’ requiring
certain technical expertise and professional training is beyond question—the point of
contention is rather whether this expertise should be deferred to without challenge.
Fiduciary duties and the healing relationship
Human rights principles regarding health and supportive rights enacted through
policies such as the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union reflect the
moral and fiduciary duties of medicine as a profession. As discussed above, these
obligations can be traced to the core aims or ends of medicine as a practice, and can
be traced to many possible theoretical foundations, including human rights, care ethics
and feminist ethics, and virtue ethics.
The remainder of this section focuses on an account of the healing relationship and
medicine’s fiduciary duties developed in the context of virtue ethics. A virtue-based
approach emphasises the importance of treating the patient as a whole and promoting
the patient’s well-being through good practice. Standards are defined against goods
such as compassion that “safeguards that the patient is not only seen as a number,” 133
contextual understanding of the patient’s values, history and concerns, an “interest in
the inner processes of the patient…an adequate skill in responding non-verbally and
by skilful and sensitive dialogue,”134 alongside technical skill in ‘fixing’ the patient’s
disorder or managing a persistent condition. With that said, these core aims are shared
by many other approaches outside of virtue ethics. For example, approaches to care
ethics and feminist ethics focus on related goods such as the caring role of the health
professional, relationships and care responsibilities (in contrast to a focus on justice
and rights),135 tacit knowledge and context-sensitive care that responds to the interests
and needs of patients as unique, socially embedded individuals, and power
imbalances and coercion owing to the vulnerable position of the patient.
Several characteristics of the healing relationship create moral obligations on
practitioners to protect the interests of patients.136 Specifically, the relationship can be
characterised by the following traits:
► Vulnerability and Inequality – Patients experience a loss of control to define
and pursue personal goals, and may experience emotional stress, fear, worry,
and anxiousness.137 The immediate goal of life becomes the restoration of
health and well-being by relieving or curing symptoms. An imbalanced
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relationship is created in which the patient is compelled to seek the help of an
individual with privileged medical expertise in the pursuit of a return to health.
Doctors have an obligation to not use their expertise or privileged position of
power to exploit the “vulnerable” patient.138
► Fiduciary Nature – The patient explicitly or tacitly places trust in a chosen
doctor and reveal aspects of himself and his life to allow diagnosis and healing,
surrendering some privacy in allowing “others access to personal information
or [their] bodies.”139 Doctors have a moral obligation to make use of the
information and access provided by the patient in a trusting relationship in the
patient’s best interests, and not for self-interest.140
► Nature of Medical Decisions – Medical decisions are a combination of
technical and moral features. The doctor’s diagnosis and treatment of the
patient must be technically accurate to promote physical health.141 However,
decisions should also support the patient’s moral well-being or autonomy as an
entity with moral value, in the sense that the decision should match with the
patient’s values.142
► Characteristics of Medical Knowledge – Medical knowledge is nonproprietary. To ensure a sufficient quantity of health professionals, societies
provide doctors with privileged knowledge and access to human bodies
necessary to gain medical expertise and may limit recognition of practitioners
of medicine to individuals thus trained. Doctors have a moral obligation to act
as stewards to this knowledge, ensuring it is readily available to others, used
ethically in the treatment of patients, and not purely for self-interest.143
► Moral Complicity – The doctor is the channel through which medical
interventions flow to the patient, in the sense that the doctor must agree to each
intervention carried out. In this position the doctor has a moral obligation to act
as a gatekeeper, safeguarding the patient’s well-being and acknowledging his
complicity in any interventions carried out.144
These characteristics are not beyond question; for instance, the experience of illness
as vulnerability and inequality can be criticised in that it only seems to apply to acute
problems with potential cures.145 Although the ‘healing relationship’ approach
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describes an idealistic model of the doctor-patient relationship (and thus, medicine
itself), the underlying notion that being a doctor includes moral obligations to the
patient is widely accepted.146 The fundamental character of the medical relationship as
one in which a patient in need seeks medical knowledge, expertise, or treatment is
beyond question. In seeking out professional help, the patient is tacitly agreeing to
reveal herself and private aspects of her life to the doctor with medical expertise in the
pursuit of health. The relationship is an exchange of sensitive goods for improvements
in quality of life which the patient is coerced through illness to engage in if a return to
health is desired. Doctors are consulted not merely as ‘encyclopaedias of knowledge’,
but rather as ‘trusted’ experts capable of subjective evaluation and understanding the
patient as a socially embodied person with a history and values.147
Being a medical professional, or belonging to medicine understood as a formal
profession, requires committing oneself to the moral obligations of the healing
relationship.148 Medicine can be considered a ‘moral practice’ in this context because
its members form a community which shares a common goals and moral obligations, 149
meaning they are “guided by some shared source of morality—some fundamental
rules, principles, or character traits that will define a moral life consistent with the ends,
goals, and purposes of medicine”.150 Critically, this account contrasts the norms and
obligations of individual practitioners with those of the institutions through which care
is provided. Whereas the individual health professional’s first obligation is to the
patient, institutions have other (legitimate) interests concerning resourcing and quality
of care across the institution as a whole. From a virtue ethics perspective, medical
virtues and internal norms of good practice can help ensure the ends of medicine, and
ultimately the obligations to individual patients incurred through the healing
relationship, are met over time and resist erosion due to the corrupting influence of
institutions and external goods.151 For a discussion of specific virtues of good medical
practice, see the Appendix.

Emergent challenges in the doctor-patient relationship
It could be argued that the healing relationship model is outdated, as “the notion of
patients placing themselves under the care of a doctor and seeking their expert advice
has moved to the concept of patients as producing health knowledges and as
acquiring expert knowledge so as to manage their illness themselves.”152 This
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characterisation of medicine suggests that the doctor-patient relationship has evolved
and can seamlessly incorporate AI without altering the character of medical care.
As the practice of medicine changes in the face of emerging technologies, “something
of the past is inevitably lost, not always for the worse.”153 Medicine has long been
affected by advances in technology that disrupt the traditional one-to-one, face-to-face
model of clinical care between doctor and patient. The Internet, for example, has
empowered patients with greater access to medical information, but introduced risks
owing to misleading or inaccurate information. Introducing new stakeholders into care
relationships is not self-evidently problematic, but must be measured in terms of
impact on the healing relationship and the ends of medicine; in other words, in the
impact on patient care.
The healing relationship must be understood as an idealistic framework of the
relationship between ‘expert’ doctors and ‘vulnerable’ patients. As an ideal, the model
is not reflective of the ‘empowered patient’ model of care that has emerged in parallel
over the past several decades.154 Assuming modern medicine is characterised by
‘empowered’ patients eroding the privileged position of doctors as ‘experts’, trust
cannot be assumed to exist whenever healing occurs.
However, the healing relationship describes the motivations of patients to seek
professional care, or knowledge and technologies for self-care. Whether addressed
through professional or self-directed care, the vulnerability of the patient is not
eliminated. Similarly, the fiduciary duties created by this vulnerability do not change
when diffused to different sources of expertise, be they medical professionals,
databases of medical knowledge and advice, or other technologies and systems
supporting self-care such as telemedicine or readily available medical information on
the Internet.
Finding new ways to live up to the fiduciary duties of medicine in practice takes on
renewed importance in this context and in the future deployment of AI in medicine.
Pertinent questions have been asked, for example, about the validity and efficacy of
medical knowledge available through internet portals. Furthermore, although medical
information is increasingly available through other mediums, the role of expertise as
an indication of fidelity to trust does not change.155 Providers of low-quality medical
advice, information or care can be criticised, regardless of format.
On this basis, the healing relationship model can be understood as a description of
the moral character and obligations of medical practice, traditionally embodied by
health practitioners but increasingly diffused across various platforms and persons,
including web portals, consumer device developers, providers of wellness services,
and others. Even if modern medicine has moved beyond the single doctor-patient
model described in the healing relationship, the obligations of this relationship have
not disappeared. Rather, the diffusion and displacement of these obligations by new
technological actors in medicine is a cause for concern in considering how best to
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govern the introduction of AI in medicine. Our notion of the healing relationship could,
of course, be revised to give primacy to patient autonomy above all else. However,
doing so risks reducing the doctor to a mere service-provider, incapable of exercising
the full range of medical virtues and practice-internal norms.
When evaluating the impact of AI and algorithmic technologies on the doctor-patient
relationship, choice of metric is key. If measured solely in terms of cost-benefits, or
utility, the justification for AI mediation and augmentation of care is straightforward.
However, while algorithmic technologies may allow for a greater number of patients to
be treated more efficiently or at lower cost, their usage can simultaneously undermine
non-mechanical dimensions of care. A distinction can be drawn between those effects
of algorithmic systems (and components of utility) which contribute to the good of the
patient or medicine as a practice governed by well-established internal norms and
codes of conduct, and those which contribute to the good of medical institutions and
healthcare services.
The moral complicity that characterises the doctor-patient relationship, wherein
treatment is ideally guided by the professional’s contextually and historically aware
assessment of a patient’s condition, cannot be easily replicated in interactions with AI
systems. The role of the patient, the factors that lead people to seek medical attention,
and the patient’s vulnerability are not changed by the introduction of AI as a mediator
or augmenter of medical care. Rather, what changes is the means of care delivery,
how it can be provided, and by whom. The shift of expertise and care responsibilities
to AI systems can be disruptive in many ways, which are explored in the section
entitled “Potential impact of AI on the doctor-patient relationship”.
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6 POTENTIAL IMPACT OF AI ON THE
DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP

AI

promises a variety of opportunities, benefits, and risks for the practice of
medicine. Drawing on the framework of ethical challenges facing AI and
policy context developed in the sections entitled “Background and context”,
“Overview of AI applications in medicine”, and “Theoretical framework of the doctorpatient relationship”, this section identifies six potential impacts of AI on the doctorpatient relationship.

Inequality in access to high quality healthcare
As an emerging technology the deployment of AI systems will not be immediate or
universal across all member states or healthcare systems. Deployment across
institutions and regions will inevitably be inconsistent in terms of scale, speed, and
prioritisation. Telemedicine systems, for instance, are well suited to providing access
to care in remote or inaccessible places, or where shortages exist in healthcare
workers or specialists.156 This promises to fill gaps in healthcare coverage but not
necessarily with care of equivalent quality to traditional face-to-face care. Impact on
the doctor-patient relationship in the near term may therefore be much greater in areas
suffering from existing staffing shortages or new shortages owing to the COVID-19
pandemic. The quality and degree of this impact remains to be seen.
The unavoidable variability in deployment of AI raises the possibility that geographical
bias in performance and inequalities in access to high quality care will be created
through the usage of AI systems. This cuts both ways. If AI systems raise the quality
of care, for example by providing more accurate or efficient diagnosis, expanded
access to care, or through the development of new pharmaceutical and therapeutic
interventions, then patients served by ‘early adopter’ regions or health institutions will
benefit before others. AI systems may also be used to free up clinicians from menial,
labour intensive tasks such as data entry and thus provide more time with patients
than was previously possible.157
However, these benefits are not foregone conclusions. The impact of AI on clinical
care and the doctor-patient relationship remains uncertain and will certainly vary by
application and use case. AI systems may prove to be more efficient than human care,
but also provide lower quality care featuring fewer face-to-face interactions. In many
areas AI is seen as a promising means to cut costs, reduce waiting times, or fill existing
gaps in coverage where access to health professionals and institutions is limited. 158
Patients in early adopter areas will at a minimum receive a different type of care which
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may not be of the same quality as traditional care provided by human health
professionals.
The inconsistent rollout of AI systems with uncertain impacts on access and care
quality poses a risk of creating new health inequalities in member states. It may prove
to be the case that regions that have historically faced unequal access or lower quality
care are seen as key test beds for AI-mediated care. Patients in these areas may have
better access to AI systems, such as chatbots or telemedicine, but continue to face
limited access to human care or face-to-face clinical encounters. The likelihood of this
risk depends largely on the strategic role given to AI systems. If they are treated as a
potential replacement for face-to-face care, rather than as a means to free up
clinicians’ time greater inequality in access to human care seems inevitable.
Article 4 of the Oviedo Convention addresses care provided by healthcare
professionals bound by professional standards. It remains unclear whether
developers, manufacturers, and service providers for AI systems will be bound by the
same professional standards. The Convention’s Explanatory Report raises this
question indirectly, noting that “from the term ‘professional standards’ it follows that
[Article 4] does not concern persons other than health care professionals called upon
to perform medical acts, for example in an emergency.” Can a chatbot designed for
initial triage of patients be considered a “person” performing a “medical act”?159 If not,
how can the involvement of an appropriately bounded healthcare professional be
guaranteed?
Any reduction in oversight or clinical care by health professions caused by the rollout
of AI systems could thus potentially be viewed as a violation of Article 4. In particular,
care models that incorporate chat bots or other artificial agents designed to provide
care or support directly to patients would seem to pose this risk. Careful consideration
must be given to the role played by healthcare professions bound by professional
standards when incorporating AI systems that interact directly with patients.

Transparency to health professionals and patients
AI challenges our notions of accountability in both familiar and new ways. Systems
increasingly trusted to help make life-changing decisions and recommendations have
their foundation in our technological past, but they are digital, distributed, and often
imperceptible. When important decisions are taken which affect the livelihood and
well-being of people, one expects that their rationale or reasons can be understood.
This expectation is reflected in Article 5 of the Oviedo Convention which reaffirms the
right to informed consent for patients prior to being subject to medical interventions or
research. As detailed above, the Convention’s Explanatory Report specifies a noncomprehensive list of information to be provided. An overarching requirement is that
the information must be provided to patients in an easily understandable way to ensure
it can meaningfully inform their decisions. Traditionally, this would impose
requirements on how health professionals explain their decisions and
159
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recommendations to patients. In cases where AI systems provide some form of clinical
expertise, for example by recommending a particular diagnosis or interpreting scans,
this requirement to explain one’s decision-making would seemingly be transferred
from doctor to AI system, or at least to manufacturer of AI system.
The difficulty of explaining how AI systems turn inputs into outputs poses a
fundamental epistemological challenge for informed consent. Aside from the patient’s
capacity to understand the functionality of AI systems, in many cases patients simply
do not have sufficient levels awareness to make free and informed consent possible.
AI systems use unprecedented volumes of data to make their decisions, and interpret
these data using complex statistical techniques, both of which add to increase the
difficulty and effort required to remain aware of the full scope of data processing
informing one’s diagnosis and treatment.160
In practice, transparency requirements in the service of informed consent can be borne
out in several ways. Assuming doctors remain as the primary point of care for patients,
the doctor can be seen as a mediator between the patient and the AI system. In this
mediation model, the doctor can be the recipient of an explanation from the AI system
and then act as a ‘translator’ for the patient, translating the system’s explanation into
a meaningful and easily understandable format. Where doctors do not act as
mediators, for example where chatbots provide diagnosis or triage directly to patients,
AI systems may then be expected to explain their decision-making directly to patients.
Both models pose challenges in explaining complex ‘black box’ behaviours to expert
or non-expert users. At a minimum, AI systems interacting directly with patients should
self-identify as an artificial system. Whether any usage of AI systems in care should
be disclosed to patients by clinicians and healthcare institutions is a more difficult
question.161
A commonly cited concern with AI used for operational purposes by hospitals,
including risk stratification and discharge, planning tools is a failure to inform patients
about the usage of AI in their care.162
On the one hand, health professionals routinely consult many sources of information
in diagnosing and treating patients, such as models, charts, X-rays, etc., that they
would not disclose or proactively discuss as part of informed consent. On the other
hand, AI systems which effectively provide artificial clinical expertise, for instance by
interpreting scans and recommending a classification of abnormalities, may be a
qualitatively different type of information than sources that traditionally factor into
clinical decision-making.
Nonetheless, in practice AI systems used to support clinical care and stratify risk
among patients are often treated as purely operational rather than clinical applications.
According to many health institutions they are used to improve the quality and
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efficiency of care, not to inform clinical decision-making. In this regard, they can be
considered equivalent to other administrative systems used in hospitals that handle
patient data but not for their immediate care.163 Of course, not all health institutions
treat AI risk prediction systems as purely operational; in some cases, patients are
asked to explicitly consent to the usage of an AI system designed to identify patients
at risk of death in the next 48 hours.164 Recommendations concerning disclosure of the
usage of AI systems will be returned to in the Section entitled “Public register of
medical AI systems for transparency”.
Independent of the question of whether particular AI applications should be classified
as clinical or operational/administrative, there are pertinent questions concerning the
intelligibility of ‘black box’ systems at a more fundamental level. Compared to human
and organisational decision-making, AI poses a unique challenge. The internal state
of a trained machine learning model can consist of millions of features connected in a
complex web of dependent behaviours. Conveying this internal state and
dependencies in a human comprehensible way is extremely challenging.165 How AI
systems make decisions may thus be too complex for human beings to thoroughly
understand their full decision-making criteria or rationale.
Assuming the transparency requirement underlying informed consent is a key value in
the AI-mediated doctor-patient relationship, the challenge of opacity raises a question:
how should AI systems explain themselves to doctors and patients? We can begin to
unpack this question by examining the different types of questions, notably we may
ask about AI systems to make them understandable:
► How does an AI system or model function? How was a specific output
produced by an AI system? These are questions of interpretability. Questions
of interpretability address the internal functionality and external behaviour of an
AI system. A fully interpretable model is one which is human comprehensible,
meaning a human can understand the full set of causes of a given output.166
Poorly interpretable models ‘are opaque in the sense that if one is a recipient
of the output of the algorithm (the classification decision), rarely does one have
any concrete sense of how or why a particular classification has been arrived
at from inputs’.167 Interpretability can also be defined in terms of the predictability
of the model; a model is interpretable if a well-informed person could
consistently predict its outputs and behaviours.168 Questions of model behaviour
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narrowly address how a particular output or behaviour of the model occurred. 169
However, model behaviour can also be broadly interpreted to include effects on
reliant institutions and users and their AI-influenced decisions, for example how
a doctor’s diagnosis was influenced by an expert system’s recommendation,
are also relevant.170
► How was an AI system designed and tested? How is it governed? These
are questions of transparency. Unlike interpretability, transparency does not
address the functionality or behaviour of the AI system itself, but rather the
processes involved in its design, development, testing, deployment, and
regulation. Transparency principally requires information about the institutions
and people that create and use AI systems, as well as the regulatory and
governance structures that control both the institutions and systems. Here,
interpretability play a supplementary but supportive role. Interpretable models
or explanations of specific decisions taken by a system may, for example, be
needed for regulators to effectively audit AI and ensure regulatory requirements
are being met in each context of use.
► What information is required to investigate the behaviour of AI systems?
This is a question of traceability. To audit the behaviour of AI systems, certain
evidence is needed, which can include ‘data sets and the processes that yield
the AI system’s decision, including those of data gathering and data labelling
as well as the algorithms used’.171 This data needs to be consistently recorded
as the system operates for effective governance to be feasible. Traceability is
thus a fundamental requirement for post hoc auditing and explanations of model
behaviour; without the right data, explanations cannot be computed after a
model has produced a decision or other output.172
Answers to each of these questions may be necessary to achieve informed consent
in AI-mediated care. This is not to say both patients and health professions require
answers to each question; rather, it may be the case that certain questions are better
directed towards one or the other. For example, patients may be most immediately
interested in questions concerning how their specific case was decided, or a diagnosis
or recommendation reached.173 Questions concerning how AI systems have been
designed and tested, and how they are secured and validated over time, may be more
immediately relevant to health professionals and administrators who must assess a
system’s trustworthiness in terms of integrating it into existing clinical and operational
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decision-making pathways.174 As suggested in the section entitled “Theoretical
framework of the doctor-patient relationship”, the informed consent ideal is one
component of the doctor-patient relationship requiring discussion between patients
and health professionals of possible treatment options, values, and the like. Directing
explanation types to the parties best equipped to understand them, or most
immediately interested in them, need not undermine ideals of transparency or
informed consent, but rather can be seen as a facilitator of meaningful dialogue
between patient and doctor about options in AI-mediated care.

Risk of social bias in AI systems
As discussed in the section entitled “Common ethical challenges in AI”, AI systems
are inevitably biased in some respect. Many biases arise due to technical reasons,
such as a mismatch between training and testing environments.175 System developers
and manufacturers inevitably design systems that reflect their values or relevant
regulatory requirements; this can also be treated as a type of bias which will vary
between manufacturers and member states.176 However, in AI systems biased and
unfair decision-making often occurs not for technical or regulatory reasons, but rather
reflect underlying social biases and inequalities.177
These types of social biases are concerning for several reasons.
► First, they may undermine the accuracy of models across different populations
or demographic groups. Many biases can be traced to datasets that are not
representative of the population targeted by a system. In medicine, there are
crucial data gaps that can be filled but to date are not due to limitations on
resources, access, or motivation. Clinical trials and health studies are
predominantly undertaken on white male subjects meaning results are less
likely to apply to women and people of colour.178 A serious and dangerous data
gap exists because many clinical models treat women as “little men”179 and thus
do not account for biological differences.180 For example, different percentage
of body fat, thinner skin, different hormone levels and compositions, changing
hormone levels throughout the menstrual cycle, changing hormone levels
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before puberty and after menopause are factors that affect how well drugs work
or how much we are affected by toxins or environmental impacts.181
► Second, social biases can lead to unequal distribution of outcomes across
populations or protected demographic groups. Inequality of this type is
particularly severe in the context of medicine which affects fundamental goods:
“any bias in the functioning of an algorithm could lead to inadequate
prescriptions of treatment and subject entire population groups to unwarranted
risks that may threaten not only rights but also lives.”182 Large segments of
Western societies currently face significant prejudice and inequality which are
captured in historical decisions and can influence the training of future systems.
Historical trends in decision-making have led to diminished and unequal access
to opportunities and outcomes among certain groups.183 Without intervention,
these pre-existing patterns in access to opportunities and resources in society
will be learned and reinforced by AI systems.
As discussed, Article 14 of the ECHR prohibits discrimination. Equality is a key value
underlying human rights. However, achieving substantive equality or a ‘level playing
field’ in practice is extremely difficult. With regards to AI, dataset bias and feedback
loops are key challenges to ensure systems do not exacerbate existing inequalities
and create new forms of discrimination that would run counter to Article 14. The
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has recognised the risk of bias in
this respect, noting that “Council of Europe member states should participate more
actively in the development of AI applications for health care services, or at least
provide some sort of sovereign screening and authorisations for their deployment.
States’ involvement would also help to ensure that such applications are fed with
sufficient, unbiased and well protected data.”184
Concerning dataset bias, conceiving of bias solely as a property of datasets is
insufficient to achieve substantive equality in practice.185 Assuming it is possible to
create a dataset that perfectly captures existing biases and inequalities in society,
training a model with this dataset would do nothing to correct the inequalities captured
by it. Rather, such assurances can only be provided by also examining, testing for,
and perhaps correcting biases in the trained AI system and its outputs.
With regards to feedback loops, reinforcing existing biases in society that have been
learned by an AI system can make matters substantively worse for already
disadvantaged groups. However, simply avoiding reinforcement of existing biases and
inequalities, or ensuring AI systems do not make the status quo worse, does not
achieve substantive equality in practice.186 Rather, this requires critically examining the
acceptability of existing inequalities and taking steps to positively improve the situation
of disadvantaged groups. Likewise, AI systems can create novel forms of
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discrimination rather than simply reinforcing existing forms of bias and inequality.187
Both the need for critical positive action and the possibility of novel forms of
discrimination fuelled by AI need to be accounted for in deploying AI in medicine.
Detecting biases in AI systems is not straightforward. Biased decision-making rules
can be hidden in ‘black box’ models. Other biases can be detected by examining the
outputs of AI systems for unequal distributions across demographic groups or relevant
populations. However, accessing the full range of decisions or outputs of a system is
not necessarily straightforward, at a minimum due to data protection standards;
“certain restrictions on the use of personal health data may disable essential data
linkages and induce distortions, if not errors, in AI-driven analysis.”188 At a minimum,
this suggests that simply anonymising health data may not be an adequate solution to
mitigate biases or correct their downstream effects. Even where decision sets are
accessible, demographic data may not exist for the relevant populations meaning bias
testing cannot measure distribution across relevant legally protected groups.189
These various challenges of social bias, discrimination, and inequality suggest health
professionals and institutions face a difficult task in ensuring their usage of AI systems
does not further existing inequalities and create new forms of discrimination.
Combatting social bias is a multifaceted challenge which must include robust bias
detection and testing standards, high quality collection and curation standards for
training and testing datasets, and individual-level testing to ensure patient outcomes
and recommendations are not predominantly determined by legally protected
characteristics.190 Failing to implement robust bias testing standards risks further
exacerbating inequalities in AI-driven care and undermining the trustworthiness of AImediated care. These risks are particularly acute in the context of existing inequalities
in access to high-quality care where the deployment of AI may be accelerated for the
sake of efficiency and resource allocation rather than purely clinical considerations.

Dilution of the patient’s account of well-being
Traditionally, clinical care and the doctor-patient relationship are ideally informed by
the doctor’s contextual, historically aware assessment of a patient’s condition. This
type of care cannot be easily replicated in technologically-mediated care. Data
representations of the patient necessarily restrict the doctor’s understanding of the
patient’s case to measured features. This can present a problem when clinical
assessments increasingly rely on data representations, constructed for example by
remote monitoring technologies, or other data not collected in face-to-face encounters.
Data representations of patients can come to be seen as an ‘objective’ measure of
health and well-being, reducing the importance of contextual factors of health or the
view of the patient as a socially embodied person. Data representations can create a
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‘veneer of certainty’, in which ‘objective’ monitoring data is taken to represent a true
representation of the patient’s situation, losing sight of the patient’s interpersonal
context and other tacit knowledge.191
Medical professionals face this difficulty when attempting to incorporate AI systems
into care routines. The amount and complexity of data and technologically derived
recommendations about a patient’s condition makes it difficult to identify when
important contextual information is missing. Reliance upon data collected by ‘health
apps’ or monitoring technologies (e.g., smart watches) as a primary source of
information about a patient’s health, for example, can result in ignorance of aspects of
the patient’s health that cannot easily be monitored. This includes essential elements
of mental health and well-being such as the patient’s social, mental, and emotional
states. ‘Decontextualisation’ of the patient’s condition can occur as a result, wherein
the patient loses some control over how her condition is presented and understood by
clinicians and carers.192
All of these possibilities suggest the encounters through which the basic trust
necessary for a doctor-patient relationship is traditionally developed may be inhibited
by technological mediation. Technologies which inhibit communication of
“psychological signals and emotions” can impede the doctor’s knowledge of the
patient’s condition, undermining “the establishment of a trusting and healing doctorpatient relationship.”193 Care providers may be less able to demonstrate
understanding, compassion, and other desirable traits found within ‘good’ medical
interactions in addition to applying their knowledge of medicine to the patient’s case.
As a mediator placed between the doctor and patient, AI systems change the
dependencies between clinicians and patients by turning some degree of the patient’s
ongoing care over to a technological system. This can increase the distance between
health professionals and patients thereby suggesting a loss of opportunities to develop
tacit understanding of the patient’s health and well-being.194

Risk of automation bias, de-skilling, and displaced liability
As discussed in the section entitled “Common ethical challenges in AI”, the
introduction of AI systems into clinical care poses a risk of automation bias, according
to which clinicians may trust the outputs or recommendations of AI systems not due
to proven clinical efficacy, but rather on the basis of their perceived objectivity,
accuracy, or complexity.195 Any deployment of AI systems designed to augment human
decision-making with recommendations, warnings, or similar interventions runs the
risk of introducing automation bias. Empirical work on the phenomenon is somewhat
nascent, but one recent study showed how even expert decision-makers can be prone
to automation bias over time for problematic reasons (e.g., the cost of an AI system
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as a proxy for accuracy or equality).196 The Council of Europe has clearly recognised
the risk of automation bias in calling for guarantees that “AI-driven health applications
do not replace human judgement completely and that thus enabled decisions in
professional health care are always validated by adequately trained health
professionals.”197
Reliance on AI systems as clinical care providers or expert diagnostic systems can
inhibit the development of skills, professional communities, norms of ‘good practice’
within medicine. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘de-skilling’,198 and runs counter to
what the WHO has referred to as ‘human-centred AI’ which supports and augments
human expertise and skill development, rather than undermining or replacing them.199
Medical professionals develop virtues or norms of good practice through their
experiences of practicing medicine. To define norms, practitioners can draw on
practical wisdom developed through their experience. Members of the medical
profession form a community which shares common goals and moral obligations. 200
The virtues or internal norms of a practice help ensure its ends are met over time by
combating the influence of institutions and external goods. The development,
maintenance, and application of these norms can be displaced through technological
mediation of care.
It follows that the development, maintenance, and application of internal norms
necessary to meet moral obligations to patients can be undermined when care is
technologically mediated, and thus provided in part by non-professional individuals
and institutions. A potential exists for algorithmic systems to displace responsibilities
traditionally fulfilled by medical professionals, while providing more efficient or ‘better’
care measured solely in terms of cost-benefit. To prevent the erosion of holistically
good, not merely technically ‘efficient’, medical care, these moral obligations to benefit
and respect patients in the first instance need to be taken seriously by new care and
services providers that are not part of traditional medical communities. In other words,
a gap in professional skills and accountability can be created by AI-mediated care.
De-skilling and automation bias also pose risks directly to patients. One function of
human clinical expertise is to protect the interests and safety of patients. Risks to
safety come from a variety of sources, including “malicious attacks on software,
unethical system design or unintended system failure, loss of human control and the
“exercise of digital power without responsibility” that can lead to tangible harm to
human health, property and the environment.”201
If this human expertise is eroded through de-skilling or displaced through automation
bias, testing and evidence of clinical efficacy must fill the gap to ensure patient safety.
A similar trade-off exists in relation to opacity and accuracy; some scholars have
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argued that medical AI systems do not necessarily need to be explainable if their
accuracy and clinical efficacy can be reliably validated.202 In both cases the protection
of vital patient interests, or the fiduciary obligations typically shouldered by health
professionals, are transferred to providers of AI systems or the systems themselves.
As a result, to continue to ensure patient safety and replace the protection offered by
human clinical expertise, robust testing and validation standards should be an
essential pre-deployment requirement for AI systems in clinical care contexts. These
standards should also address complementary non-clinical aspects of safety such as
cybersecurity, malfunctioning and resilience.203 While a seemingly obvious conclusion,
the existence of such requirements and evidence meeting them cannot be taken for
granted. As discussed in the section entitled “Overview of AI technologies in
medicine”, evidence of clinical efficacy does not yet exist for many AI applications in
healthcare, which has justifiably proven a barrier to widespread deployment.
A related but equally important topic concerns liability for malfunctioning and other
harmful effects of AI. As discussed in the section entitled “Overview of AI technologies
in medicine”, distributed responsibility is both a morally and legally difficult challenge.
The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has recognised the need to
clarify the liability of stakeholders in AI including “developers to regulatory authorities,
intermediaries and users (including public authorities, health-care professionals,
patients and the general public).” Member states of the Council of Europe are called
on to “elaborate a legal framework for clarifying the liability of stakeholders for the
design, deployment, maintenance and use of health-related AI applications (including
implantable and wearable medical devices) in the national and pan-European context,
redefine stakeholder responsibility for risks and harms from such applications and
ensure that governance structures and law enforcement mechanisms are in place to
guarantee the implementation of this legal framework.”204 A 2019 report from the
Council of Europe Expert Committee on human rights dimensions of automated data
processing and different forms of artificial intelligence (MSI-AUT) explored the specific
challenges of liability and responsibility gaps in AI in much greater detail than is
possible here.205

Impact on the right to privacy
AI poses several unique challenges to the human right to privacy and complementary
data protection regulations. As discussed in the section entitled “The Oviedo
Convention and human rights principles regarding health”, the Council of Europe is
currently in the processing of ratifying amendments to the Convention for the
Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data
(ETS No. 108 and CETS No. 223). These additional rights seek to provide individuals
with greater transparency and control over automated forms of data processing. These
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rights will undoubtedly provide valuable protection for patients across a variety of use
cases of medical AI.
One distinct challenge unique to AI worth further consideration concerns the usage of
patient data for training and testing AI systems. Confidentiality in the doctor-patient
relationship is a key value to protect the human right to privacy. At the same time,
greater development, deployment, and reliance on AI systems in care may create a
greater need to create or curate high-quality real-world patient datasets to train and
test systems. Innovation can threaten privacy and confidentiality in two ways. First,
there may be a greater pressure to re-purpose and grant third party access to
(deidentified) patient data and electronic health records to test and develop AI
systems.
Second, clinicians may be encouraged to prescribe additional tests and analysis not
for their clinical value but rather due to their utility for training or testing AI systems.
This has implications both in terms of rising costs for healthcare but also exposure of
patients to unnecessary risks of data leakage or other breaches of privacy. The Oviedo
Convention sets out a specific application of the right to privacy (Article 8 ECHR) which
recognises the particularly sensitive nature of personal health information and sets out
a duty of confidentiality for health care professionals. Any generation of data with
questionable clinical value or clearly motivated by its utility solely for the testing or
development of AI systems would seemingly violate the Convention’s specification of
the right to privacy.
As this suggests, where a legitimate need exists for real-world data to test and train AI
systems, interests in innovation and care efficiency or quality must be balanced with
the patient’s individual interests in privacy and confidentiality. Failing to strike this
balance risks undermining trust between patients and care providers. Trust would be
lost not owing to a failure to use AI appropriately in individual clinical encounters, but
rather due to an institutional failure to protect patient interests in privacy and
confidentiality at an institutional level. At a minimum, any re-purposing of patient health
records for training and testing AI systems should be subject to sufficient
deidentification and privacy enhancing techniques such as differential privacy (which
introduces noise to prevent identification of a particular person in the dataset).206
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMON ETHICAL
STANDARDS FOR TRUSTWORTHY AI
he preceding discussion in the section entitled “Potential impact of AI on the
doctor-patient relationship” concluded that ethical standards need to be
developed around transparency, bias, confidentiality, and clinical efficacy to
protect patient interests in informed consent, equality, privacy, and safety. Together,
such standards could serve as the basis for deployments of AI in healthcare that help
rather than hinder the trusting relationship between doctors and patients. These
standards can address both how systems are designed and tested prior to
deployment, as well as how they are implemented in clinical care routines and
institutional decision-making processes.

T

The Oviedo Convention acts as a minimum standard for the protection of human rights
which requires translation into domestic law. On this basis, there is an opportunity to
make specific, positive recommendations concerning the standard of care to be met
in AI-mediated healthcare. These recommendations must not interfere with the
exercise of national sovereignty in standard setting through domestic law and
professional bodies as detailed in Article 4 of the Oviedo Convention. However, it is
also possible to set standards which do not interfere with Article 4 and can be
considered directly enforceable. Specifically, as noted by Andorno:

“The common standards set up by the Council of Europe will mainly operate
through the intermediation of States. This does not exclude of course that some
norms contained in the Convention may have self-executing effect in the
internal law of the States having ratified it. This is the case, for instance, of
some norms concerning individual rights such as the right to information, the
requirement of informed consent, and the right not to be discriminated on
grounds of genetic features. Prohibition norms can also be considered to have
immediate efficacy, but in the absence of legal sanctions, whose determination
corresponds to each State (Article 25), their efficacy is restricted to civil and
administrative remedies.”

Where AI can be observed to have a clear impact on rights and protections set out in
the Oviedo Convention, it is appropriate for the Council of Europe to introduce binding
recommendations and requirements for signatories concerning how AI is deployed
and governed. Recommendations should focus on a higher positive standard of care
with regards to the doctor-patient relationship to ensure it is not unduly disrupted or by
the introduction of AI in care settings. Of course, such standards should be supportive
to a degree of local interpretation around key normative issues like acceptable degrees
of automation bias, acceptable trade-offs between outcomes between patient groups,
and similar areas influenced by local norms.
56

The following example recommendations detail possible essential requirements and
recommendations for an intelligibility standard that aims to protect informed consent
in AI-mediated care, a transparency standard for public intelligibility, and a standard
for collection of sensitive data for purposes of bias testing. Each should be treated as
an example of the type of recommendation that can be drawn from the preceding
discussion of the potential ethical impacts of AI on the doctor-patient relationship.

Intelligibility requirements for informed consent
According to the Explanatory Report, Article 5 of the Oviedo Convention contains an
incomplete list of information that should be shared as part of an informed consent
process. As this list is incomplete, the Council of Europe could set standards for what
and how information about the recommendation of an AI system concerning a patient’s
diagnosis and treatment should be communicated to the patient. Given the traditional
role of the doctor in sharing and discussing this type of information in clinical
encounters, these standards should likewise address the doctor’s role in explaining AI
recommendations to patients and how AI systems can be designed to support the
doctor in this role.
Several concepts are common across the questions and goods that motivate
interpretability in AI. Interpretability methods seek to explain the functionality or
behaviour of the ‘black box’ machine learning models that are a key component of AI
decision-making systems. Trained machine learning models are ‘black boxes’ when
they are not comprehensible to human observers because their internals and rationale
are unknown or inaccessible to the observer, or known but uninterpretable due to their
complexity.207 Interpretability in the narrow sense used here refers to the capacity to
understand the functionality and meaning of a given phenomenon, in this case a
trained machine learning model and its outputs, and to explain it in human
understandable terms.208
‘Explanation’ is likewise a key concept in AI interpretability. Generically, explanations
in AI relate ‘the feature values of an instance to its model prediction in a humanly
understandable way’.209 This rough definition hides significant nuance. The term
captures a multitude of ways of exchanging information about a phenomenon, in this
case the functionality of a model or the rationale and criteria for a decision, to different
stakeholders.210
To understand how ‘explanation’ can be operationalised in medicine, two key
distinctions are relevant:
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► First, methods can be distinguished in terms of what it is they seek to explain.
Explanations of model functionality address the general logic the model follows
in producing outputs from input data. Explanations of model behaviour, in
contrast, seek to explain how or why a particular behaviour exhibited by the
model occurred, for example how or why a particular output was produced from
a particular input. Explanations of model functionality aim to explain what is
going on inside the model, whereas explanations of model behaviour aim to
explain what led to a specific behaviour or output by referencing essential
attributes or influencers on that behaviour. It is not strictly necessary to
understand the full set of relationships, dependencies, and weights of features
within the model to explain model behaviour.
► Second, interpretability methods can be distinguished in how they
conceptualise ‘explanation’. Many methods conceptualise explanations as
approximation models, which are a type of simpler, human interpretable model
that is created to reliably approximate the functionality of a more complex ‘black
box’ model. The approximation model itself is often and confusingly referred to
as an explanation of the ‘black box’ model. This approach contrasts with the
treatment of ‘explanation’ in philosophy of science and epistemology in which
the term typically refers to explanatory statements that explain the causes of a
given phenomenon.211
The usage of ‘explanation’ in this fashion can be confusing. Approximation models are
best thought of as tools from which explanatory statements about the original model
can be derived.212 Explanatory statements themselves can be textual, quantitative, or
visual, and report on several aspects of the model and its behaviours.
Further distinctions help classify different types of explanations and interpretability
methods. A basic distinction in interpretability can be drawn between global and local
interpretability. This distinction refers to the scope of the model or outputs a given
interpretability or explanatory method aims to make human comprehensible. Global
methods aim to explain the functionality of a model as a whole or across a particular
set of outputs in terms of the significance of features, their dependencies or
interactions, and their effect on outputs. In contrast, local methods can address, for
example, the influence of specific areas of the input space or specific variables on one
or more specific outputs of the model.
Models can be globally interpretable at a holistic or modular level.213 Holistic global
interpretability refers to models which are comprehensible to a human observer in the
sense that the observer can follow the entire logic or functional steps taken by the
model which lead to all possible outcomes of the model.214 It should be possible for a
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single person to comprehend holistically interpretable models in their entirety.215 An
observer would have ‘a holistic view of its features and each of the learned
components such as weights, other parameters, and structures’.216
Given the limitations of human comprehension and short-term memory, global holistic
interpretability is currently only practically achievable on relatively simple models with
few features, interactions, or rules, or strong linearity and monotonicity. 217 For more
complex models, global interpretability at a modular level may be feasible. This type
of interpretability involves understanding a particular characteristic or segment of the
model, for example the weights in a linear model, or the splits and leaf node predictions
in a decision tree.218
With regards to local interpretability, a single output can be considered interpretable if
the steps that led to it can be explained. Local interpretability does not strictly require
that the entire series of steps be explained; rather, it can be sufficient to explain one
or more aspects of the model that led to the output, such as a critically influential
feature value.219 A group of outputs is considered locally interpretable if the same
methods to produce explanations of individual outputs can be applied to the group.
Groups can also be explained by methods that produce global interpretability at a
modular level.220
These distinctions lead to some initial conclusions about how AI can best explain itself
to doctors and patients. At the point of adoption global explanations of model
functionality seem appropriate to ensure a reliable fit between the intended use of the
AI system in a given healthcare context, and the actual performance of the system.
For explaining specific outputs or recommendations to patients, explanations of model
behaviour formed as explanatory statements appear to strike the best fit between
explaining the decision-making logic of the system while remaining comprehensible to
expert and non-expert users alike. In this context methods such as ‘counterfactual
explanations’ may be preferable as they facilitate debugging and testing of system
performance by expert users while remaining comprehensible on an individual
explanation level to non-expert patients.221 To summarise, to make AI systems
intelligible to patients, simple, local, contrastive explanations are preferable to global
approximation explanations which can be difficult to understand and interpret.
An alternative but complementary approach is to use only intrinsically interpretable
models in clinical care to enable health professionals to holistically understand
systems and better explain them to their patients.222 Implementing this approach
would, however, create additional requirements for technical expertise in computer
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science, statistics, and machine learning among health professionals which could be
very difficult and perhaps unreasonable to meet in practice.

Public register of medical AI systems for transparency
As regards the issue of disclosure to patients of the usage of AI systems for operational
and clinical purposes discussed in the section entitled “Transparency to health
professionals and patients”, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe has
recognised the importance of raising population awareness of uses of AI in healthcare
to build trust with patients and ensure informed consent is possible in AI-mediated
care. Specifically, their October 2020 report suggests that transparency of AI systems
in healthcare “may require the establishment of a national health-data governance
framework which could build on proposals from the international institutions. The latter
include the Recommendation “Unboxing Artificial Intelligence: 10 steps to protect
Human Rights” by the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights (May 2019),
the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI put forward by the European Union
(April 2019), the OECD Recommendation and Principles on AI (May 2019) and the
G20 Principles on Human-centred Artificial Intelligence (June 2019).”223

Following these proposals and recommendations, a public database is seen as
a key element to improve “algorithmic literacy” among the general public which
is a fundamental precursor for exercising many human and legal rights. 224

Insofar as the proposed framework is designed to increase population awareness of
AI systems in healthcare, it can best be thought of as a type of public register for AI
systems in healthcare. Registries are public lists of systems currently in use containing
a standardised description of each system. Information included on registries varies
but can include things like the intended usage or purpose of the system; its
manufacturer or supplier; the underlying method(s) (e.g., deep learning, regression);
any testing undergone both in terms of accuracy but also biases and other ethical and
legal dimensions; a description of training and testing datasets; and an explanation of
how predictions or outputs of the system are utilized by human decision-makers or
otherwise integrated in existing services and decision-making processes.225 Registries
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also often have a feedback function to allow citizens to provide input on current and
proposed uses of AI by public bodies and services.226
There are several examples of existing registries from municipal, national, and
international public bodies. In 2020, Amsterdam and Helsinki launched public
registries for AI and algorithmic systems used to deliver municipal services.227 In
November 2021, the UK Cabinet Office’s Central Digital and Data Office launched a
national algorithmic transparency standard which will effectively function as a type of
public register.228 Internationally, the recently proposed Artificial Intelligence Act
contains a provision to create a public EU-wide database in which standalone highrisk AI applications must be registered.229 The Council of Europe has an opportunity to
complement these emerging transparency standards by introducing a public AI
register for medical AI in member states which is aimed at patients to raise awareness
of AI systems currently in use by their public health services.

Collection of sensitive data for bias and fairness auditing
Biases in AI systems linked to gaps in training and testing data could foreseeably
motivate greater collection of sensitive data about legally protected groups for
purposes of bias and fairness testing. It is a generally accepted fact, that in order to
prevent discriminatory or biased outcomes, data on sensitive groups must be
collected. Failure to collect this data will not prevent discrimination against protected
groups, but arguably make it more difficult to detect.230 Sensitive data is needed to test
whether automated decision-making discriminated against groups based on protected
attributes (e.g., data on race, disability, sexual orientation).231 On the other hand,
collecting such data has significant privacy implications. This is a legitimate concern
and closely related to troubling historical experiences that significantly harmed specific
groups in society.232 For example, data collected for research and public purposes
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have contributed to eugenics in Europe, the UK233 and the US,234 genocide during WWII,
racist immigration practices and the denial of basic human rights in the US, 235
justification of slavery,236 forced sterilisation in the UK,237 US, Germany and Puerto Rico
from the early to the mid-20th Century,238 punishment, castration and imprisonment of
LGBT members,239 and denial to women of equal rights and protection (e.g. sexual
violence).240 Clearly, privacy interests must be taken seriously when considering
collection of sensitive personal data for purposes of bias testing.241
Setting these concerns aside for a moment, one could be tempted to think that the
bias problems will naturally be solved by collecting more (sensitive) data and closing
gaps in representation in training and testing datasets. However, fair and equal
outcomes will not automatically result when representation gaps and other data biases
are closed. Awareness of inequalities is not the same as rectifying them.242 Rather, the
persistence of social biases across Western societies suggest that significant political,
social, and legal effort is needed to overcome them, rather than simply more data
collection and testing.
Countering inequalities requires intentional and often cost intensive changes to
decision processes, business models, and policies. To justify further collection and
usage of sensitive data, it is necessary to first demonstrate serious commitment and
political will to rectifying inequality. From a standard setting perspective, these
observations suggest that any proposed collection of sensitive category data for the
sake of testing medical AI systems form biases must have clear purpose limitations
and confidentiality guarantees in place alongside a commitment to rectify social
inequalities underlying biases discovered through testing. Operationalizing these
commitments is not straightforward. The EU Artificial Intelligence Act, for example,
proposes the creation of “regulatory sandboxes” in which AI providers can test their
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systems for bias using special category data collected explicitly for testing purposes. 243
This proposal lacks the essential element of a commitment to rectify discovered
inequalities.
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Medical care is increasingly diffused across a variety of institutions, personnel, and
technologies. The doctor-patient relationship has always adapted over time to
advances in medicine, biomedical research, and care practices. At the same time, the
capacity of AI to replace or augment human clinical expertise utilising highly complex
analytics and unprecedented volumes and varieties of data suggests the impact of the
technology on the doctor-patient relationship may be unprecedented.
The adoption of AI need not be a fundamental barrier to good doctor-patient
relationships. AI has the potential to alter care relationships and displace
responsibilities traditionally fulfilled by medical professionals, but this is not a foregone
conclusion. The degree to which AI systems inhibit ‘good’ medical practice hinges
upon the model of service. If AI is used solely to complement the expertise of health
professionals bound by the fiduciary obligations of the doctor-patient relationship, the
impact of AI on the trustworthiness and human quality of clinical encounters may prove
to be minimal.
At the same time, if AI is used to heavily augment or replace human clinical expertise,
its impact on the caring relationship is more difficult to predict. It is entirely possible
that new, broadly accepted norms ‘good’ care will emerge through greater reliance on
AI systems, with clinicians spending more time face-to-face with patients and relying
heavily on automated recommendations.
The impact of AI on the doctor-patient relationship remains highly uncertain. We are
unlikely to see a radical reconfiguration of care in the next five years in the sense of
human expertise being replaced by artificial intelligence. With that said, developments
like the COVID-19 pandemic and the increased pressures it has placed on health
services may transform the mode of delivery of care if not the expertise behind it.
Remote delivery of care, for example, may become increasingly commonplace even
if diagnosis and treatment remain firmly in the hands of human health professionals.
A radical reconfiguration of the doctor-patient relationship of the type imagined by
some commentators, in which artificial systems diagnose and treat patients directly
with minimal interference from human clinicians, continues to seem far in the distance.
Movement in this direction continues to hinge on proof of clinical efficacy which, as
noted above, continues to prove a barrier to commercialisation and widespread
adoption.244 Likewise, new modes of clinical care would need to be derived that utilise
the best aspects of human clinicians and artificial systems, implement appropriate
safety and resilience checks, and minimise the weaknesses and implicit biases of both
agents. Without due consideration of the implications of AI for medical practice, the
“moral integrity of the doctor-patient relationship” may come to be dominated by
institutional and external interests, with patient experiences of care suffering as a
result.245
244
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As AI is adopted across different healthcare systems and jurisdictions, it is important
to remember that the moral obligations of the doctor-patient relationship are always
affected and perhaps displaced by the introduction of new care providers. While
technology continues to develop at a rapid pace, the patient’s experience of illness
(e.g., vulnerability, dependency) and expectations of the healing relationship do not
radically or quickly change. The doctor-patient relationship is a keystone of ‘good’
medical practice, and yet it is seemingly being transformed into a doctor-patient-AI
relationship. The challenge facing AI providers, regulators, and policymakers is to set
robust standards and requirements for this new type of healing relationship to ensure
patients’ interests and the moral integrity of medicine as a profession are not
fundamentally damaged by the introduction of disruptive emerging technologies.
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APPENDIX: MEDICAL VIRTUES
Virtues are defined against the ends of the practice which they are meant to serve.
For medicine, these ends are providing adequate care for a society, consisting of
individual patients, in terms of physical and mental health and well-being. These ends
are realised through the healing relationship, the nature of which introduces certain
moral obligations.
As with all practices, phronesis or prudence is a central virtue in medicine, without
which other virtues cannot be incorporated into behaviour through virtuous acts.246
Justice, truthfulness and courage are also necessary to protect medicine from the
corrupting power of medical institutions, including hospitals, paying organisations and
government departments.247 These three core virtues are necessary for continuous
revision of standards of excellence and internal goods by practitioners, which requires
critical self-reflection on the relationship between one’s actions and the norms of the
practice, or the institutional influence on the definition and realisation of norms.248
Justice is defined broadly as “the strict habit of rendering what is due to others,”249 or
“the virtue of rewarding desert and of repairing failures in rewarding desert within an
already constituted community.”250 To be just, standards for treating people in a
community must be “uniform and impersonal,” meaning it is unjust to favour personal
acquaintances. In social or national healthcare systems, justice can be applied to the
distribution of medical resources (e.g., pharmaceuticals, treatments, clinical
encounters) in a manner fair to all stakeholders. Justice is not merely a quantitative
notion, by which all stakeholders receive an equal share, but instead requires
matching resources to the needs of the patient and making judgments between the
relative importance of different needs.
Fidelity to trust and beneficence can also be understood as core virtues unique to
medicine because of the need for trust in healing relationships.251 A trusting
relationship needs to develop over time between the virtuous doctor and patient, in
which the values, expectations and thoughts on illness and appropriate medical care
are shared. The patient must at a minimum believe the doctor is acting beneficently,
or in his interests and well-being, to some degree for trust to exist.252
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Other virtues include compassion, fortitude, integrity and temperance. Compassion is
the trait of a doctor which allows him to ‘enter the perspective’ of the patient, to
understand how the patient’s values, expectations of care, social, emotional and
physical well-being affect his experience of illness, and to customise his care and
recommendations to the needs of each patient as a unique individual. 253 Compassion
may also necessitate the promotion of health-related values and deliberation with the
patient to convince him of the best intervention in terms of fit between health outcomes
as perceived by the doctor and the patient’s values.254
Fortitude is a form of moral courage, by which an individual is willing to “suffer personal
harm for the sake of a moral good” such as a doctor refusing to act in accordance with
institutional rules which would be detrimental to his patient’s well-being, risking harm
to his career and professional membership.255 Fortitude can create an obligation for
doctors to speak out against the potential harms of new institutional policies,
technologies or treatments for their patients. Temperance is the restriction of
behaviour in a practice to meet the moral obligations of that practice. It can be used
synonymously with virtue itself but is distinct as a character trait of the virtuous doctor
who suppresses self-interest in treating patients. Without such restraint other virtues
cannot be practiced.256
Integrity is the possession of all virtues combined with the ability to discern between
moral principles in choosing appropriate actions conducive to the good of medicine in
different situations.257 It is the core virtue of the narrative quest for the good life, and
can be seen in a life of virtuous behaviour.258 Integrity can be exercised when a doctor
promotes the patient’s interests and welfare in the face of institutional pressure, for
example by not sending a patient home early from hospital.259 Edgar and Pattison
define integrity as “the capacity to deliberate and reflect usefully in the light of context,
knowledge, experience and information (that of self and other) on complex and
conflicting factors bearing on action or potential action.”260 Integrity is therefore perhaps
indistinguishable from phronesis, temperance and fortitude.
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